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" With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in tiia Right"
ROY, Mora County, New Mexico. Saturday, September 25, Í920.

XVII.

THE FARMERS' ELEVATOR

Fair Association
Holds Important Meeting

The new elevator of the Mesa Cooperative Company or as it is better
known the "Farmer's Elevator" is
nearing completion, and will probably

LARGE CROWDS ATTEND
DEMOCRATIC SPEAKING
AT ROY AND MILLS

Number

PRESIDENT OF REBECKAH
ASSEMBLY

Reception Giv,en.
Mrs. Brown, president of the
- By Messers Gíbbs
beckah Assembly of New Mexico, was
and Shaya Quite
in Roy Thursday and Friday vising
HEJfcE,
R-

be running in time to handle a part
the local lodge here. After the tegular session pf the Lodge, an interestFair Association held an im- of this year's wheat crop.
Even if it should not, it is a step in
ing talk was made by Mrs. fftmot
portant meeting at the
after which refreshments were secvedt
office last Monday night. Plans the right direction as it points to the SPEAKERS GIVEN DEEP
progressiveness, as a class, of the
for the Fair were discussed and
ATTENTION BY AUDIENCES by the refreshment committee.
farmers
of the Mesa. More than that
appointed
The talk by the Presided Mr.
were
men
cided upon, and
it points to the fact that Roy is beBrown, was highly appreciated by the
As previously announced in
to carry them out
members and some good thoughts
It was decided to have a big barbe coming the wheat market and center the
Judge could expect no relief.
Following Mr. Lucero's talk were given the Lodge for Usftifr future
cue on the second day of the Fair and of the wheat belt of New Mexico. The R.
Democratic
H.
Hanna,
consideration. Mrs. Brown is highly
to invite the country to attend it. government reports show that Mora
nominee for Governor, Antonio the Hon. M. L. Fox, was called pleased with the work bein$ done by
Plans for entertainment were discuss county leads the state in wheat pro
to
on
make
few
a
remarks but the local lodge and commanded them
4 and perfected. Arrangements were duction and this, of course, is prac- Lucero, nominee for Congress,
declined
to
do
gave his for their earnest work.,
and
so
grown
east
tically
of
all
the
river.
ex
L.
Fox
an
M.
and
for
R. L. Putney and
made for the grounds
hibit tent and a race track. It is the Developments of the next few years arrived in Mills at 1:30 Tuesday time to the next speaker, the
EASTERN STAR ORGANIZES
Mr. Fox
plan to have some good races end can hardly be gauged by the develop afternoon and delivered address Hon. R. H. Hanna.
past, and in order that
some special events, such as bucking ments of the
wa$ for a number of years edi
Tentative organisation of a Eastthese developments may be enjoyed es to a large crowd at that place.
races, goat roping, etc.
The remarks by tht several tor of the Morning Journal and ern Star chapter w.a completed at a
One big feature decided upon was to the fullest extent by all, a certain
is necessary speakers were listened to with while editor had the pleasure of meeting held a week ago Tuesday
a baby show to be held the second day amount of
among
undergoing a long persecuted night for that purpose and a petition
only
producers
not
but be much interest.
the
one
be
to
expected
of the Fair. It is
local
for a charter was submitted to the
of the big events and babies from all tween the producers and the
At 7:30 in .the evening the libel suit similar to the one ex Grand Lod
merchants.
over the country will be entered.
perienced by
Ogden.
After this petition is acted upon bj
Until such time as the elevator is speakers came to Roy and again
The department heads are as fol
non.
was the Grand Lodge the permanent orjuage
ine
tianna
is using the spoke to a crowded house at the
company
completed
the
lows:
then introduced by the chairman ganisation will be perfected. This
shovel system, buying and shoveling Roy Theatre. State Committee
Barbecue, Lemer Dunn.
wagons,
the
from
cars
into
the
wheat
Concessions, H. Krabbenschmidt.
manOgden acted as chairman and for nearly an hour held the will very likely be some time within
the near future.
W.
Johnson.
Grounds, J.
and introduced
the several deepest interest of the large
MILLS TO HAVE CHAUTAUQUA
The officers recommended to the
Policing Grounds, Frank Schultz.
crowd
and
his
numerous
remarks Grand Lodge
candidates.
are as follows: Worthy
' Entertainments, F. S. Strickland,
Date Chosen, October 1, 2, 4, S, 6
Mr. Putney was the first were cheered often by the lis Matron, Mrs. F. S. Brown; Worthy
J. W. Beck.
The boosters of Mills have been
speaker and told of the two leners. his nrst remarks were Patron, F. S. Brown; Associate MaExhibits. R. W. Boulware, M. M.
very
fortunate in securing the
on the League of Nations and tron, Mrs. John Coffeen; Secretary,
Baker, and Clyde Hopper.
Chautauqua for October state Conventions held a few
Mrs. F. S. Strickland ; Treasurer, Mrs.
It has not been settled as to who is
He spoke of the especially the much talked of 'R. Kilmurray.
1, 2, 4, 5, 6. The programs will be weeks ago.
to have charge of the baby show, but
given in a large tent erected by the harmony prevailing at the Demo Article Ten. After spending
The Eastern Star is an Auxiliary
several people are lined up and the de
Chautauqua committee.
The first cratic Convention and then of few minutes on this noted docu to the Masonic Order and its birth ii
show
will
of
be
plan
the
tails and
night will start off with the Regniers
published later.
how the Republican Convention ment the audience was practic welcomed to the fraternities of Roy,
a program of music, impersona
with
good
The Fair is coming along in
was ruled by a few bosses and ally convinced it was not so bad not only by the Masonic Lodge but by
shape and without doubt will be the tions and sketches. This attraction
a document as some people said all the Fraternal Organizations of our
is one of the larger ones of the Chau- who had the naming of practical
best and the biggest fair that the
it was. He then went after the town.
tauqua circuits. The second night will ly the whole state ticket.
Mesa has seen so far.
bring a lecture by Dr. Whitfield Ray,
Mr. Putney spoke for 45 present form of taxation and RED CROSS FIELD
fourexplorer
of
a
South
American
WORKER HERE
Don't forget the H. H. Mayberry
minutes and his remarks which especially the mining assessment
lale which will be held at 10 miles teen years' experience and who is to were full of wit were well re ue mentioned m partcuiar one
Mrs. J. M. Ruleau, Red Cross field
Northeast of Roy, 9 miles southeast day one of the best posted men on
large mining company that was
ceived by the audience.
worker and Representative for New
of Mills next Wednesday, September South American affairs and condi
tions.
The second speaker was the worth practically the same as the Mexico, was in Roy last week looking
29th.
Santa Fe Railroad is assessed in after matters pertaining to the local
The Ward Waters company on the Hon. Antonio Lucero,
The Brown sale held last Saturday third night is one full of entertain tary of State and nominee
Mexico, yet the Santa Fe Red Cross Chapter. She is making
jnw
for
was well attended and practically ment. Ward Waters, himself, is one
Railroad
paid ten times the arrangements for the Membership
Congress. Mr. Lucero is wi
artists and
everything sold well except the cattle. of the best make-u-p
amount
of
taxes that the mining drive which takes place in November.
on the platform today. known jn Roy and is considered
All the goods were A No. 1 stuff and
She was also looking after soma indicompany
did in New Mexico.
it was impossible to compare it in On the fourth night, Carlton Camber-lain- e one of the strongest speakers in
vidual soldier cases which needed speof New York, a famous editor, the state. He spoke both EngJüáse Hanna promised if cial attention. Mrs. Ruleau stated to
price with the cheaper articles aold at
lecturer and publicist will bring a lish and Spanish
many of the sales.
n
thqt New Mexand sympath elected Governor that he would the
strong message under the simple
ican towns have taken up the work
remeay
evu
a
tax
u
.mis
given
ized
with
us
long
in
our
wait for
Ray Busey and family and Henry name pf Tomorrow, It deals with
Dapocratic State Legislature to for peace time Red Cross eagerly and
Krabbenschmidt and families motored our nation's future and the part that a new county and said our only
almost every day after. Bhe had exto Maxwell Sunday and spent the day yod and I must take in its making..-- .
hope lay in electing a Demo- rapport himJn his, tax. reforms plained matters thoroughly of the pos'
With friends there. They came home
that the needed Jegis sibilities for community development,
The closing night of the Chautau-qu- é cratic Legislature and that the and
Sunday night in the mud.
will be of interest to everyone for
Iation
was
paseed.
other chapters join the ranks of the
chances of electing this legisSam Lewis, the noted Welsh tenor
progressive towns.
more
The
Judge's
full
was
talk
of
Mrs. W. R. Holmes is visiting Mon will appear in concert, supported by lature were excellent. He spoke
interest
thruout
highly
and
extensively on the manner of
toya relatives this week. She accónv a splendid company. This
Born To Mr. and Mr. James Morpamed her sister, Helen, as far as singer is easily one of the foremost taxation in New Mexico and appreciated by the audience.
row of Raton, a fine baby girl, ThursThe party left Wednesday day, September 16th. From reports,
Tucumcari.
tenors of America today.
showed the unfairness of the
Season tickets are being sold by the present
morning
for Colmor where they everybody is doing fine. Mrs. Mor
manner of taxation of
Mrs. C. W. B. Leatherman had the Mills promoters and besides the fact
made
addresses
Wednesday row was formerly Helen Alldredge
misfortune to have the end of one of of giving our neighbors on the north certain corporations in the state
morning
and
Wagon
at
Mound and was raised in Roy.
her lingers crushed off Monday when a boost, it will be well worth your and stated that as long as Boss- a door blew shut on her hand.
while to attend this series of enter ism runs our legislatures we Wednesday afternoon.
State Supt. Wagner has just made
tainments.
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Rev. J. T. Howel

n

and wife left

for Kiefer, Oklahoma, Tuesday, where
they will make their future home. Mr

ONLY THE EDITOR'S TROUBLES

Howell is in very poor health and will
The editors have troubles as well as
try the lower altitude for a while. anyone else
and especially so when
Of course he called and ordered the he Santa Fe and E. P. & S. W. trains
S-to visit him fer a year.
will not make connections at French
Through a misconnection of trains,
Sheriff Trujillo was a business visportion of our type was left over at
itor in Roy Saturday. While here, he French Friday last and it was neces
called on Deputy Sheriff Schultz and
sary to have a car from French start
tried to get him to withdraw his resig- with the type and another car from
nation for that office. Mr; Schultz
Roy met them at Jaritas, getting the
finds his duties are too heavy to give type here
at 8.30 at night, and it was
the matter proper attention.
necessary to work until 1.80 in the
Mrs. Ed. WeiBdorfer and little son morning to get the paper out for Sat
Is visiting relatives in Eads, Colo- urday delivery. We should worry,
rado, this week, and Ed is batching it that is what an editor's duty is, anyon the ranch, and we'll bet H Ed way, but when we get our new Inter- keeps batching a month or moro he'll type, we'll let the other fellow worry
but in the meantime, well, here's
reduce his avoirdupois.
hoping we make train connections.

Quite a number of
itors attended the Gibbs-Shay- a
ception Monday evening.
out-of-to-

vis
Re

use the

. . r.
. . ... .
meuameis ot Mills is a new
reader of the
this week. John is
one of the big farmers in the Palouse
Neighborhood and is sure making
good.
Y1
ionn

S-- A

three

S. B. WORLEY AND

FAMILY LEAVE

Spanish-Am-

erican.

Wolcott Russell, bookkeeper of the
Mesa Elevator Co., was attending to
business matters at Tucumcari last everything
ranch.
Saturday,

J. W. Mackey, one of Solano's
hustling ranchmen, was trading with
Roy merchants Saturday.
J. Appell, one of our prosperous
merchants, was
business visitor in
Springer last week.

booming at the Jaritas Methodist ministers in the state.
'
N

.

Mrs. J. Floersheim, who has been
at Springer for seving the Wrights for the past few
to her home Monreturned
relatives and friends in Springer Sun- eral days,
weeks, returned to her home in Hutday. Mr. Alldredge returned home day. Mrs. Floersheim reports that A.
chinson, Kans., last Sunday. Mrs.
with her Monday morning and will S. Hanson and Melville Floersheim
Hagerty is a sister of the Wrights.
pleased with
look after the store interests here a and families are well
their new homes.
days.
few
The Santa Fe New Mexican, one of
the best papers published in the state,
is now being delivered to Albuquerque subscribers by aeroplane.
It
presages the time not far off when
not only daily papers but all mail and
most of the passengers will be carried across New Mexico on aeroplane.
Mrs. Hagerty, who has been visit-

Mrs. R. E. Alldredge was visiting visiting relatives

W. G. McDaniel of Mosquero is a
new reader of the S-this week. W.
G. can't get along without the home
news and there is no better way to
get it than through the
Our
H. R. Mitchell orders his Spanish-Americfriend, J. U. Tobler, came up with
changed from Prosper,
him and was a pleasant caller at this Texas, to McKinney, Texas.
Her

office.

bert has a fine job at the latter place.

Saturday and Monday Only
Sept. 25 and 27

sizes priced

moderately.

Palm Olive Soap
large
NOT to
to.small

for the small man,
for the big man.

Come in and talk it over, we are
here for service.

Russel Company
ROY

no

o

an

Built in

many a day was the
ception and
ball given by Dr. M..
Gibbs and
Mr. R. P. Shaya to thejftttyany friends
and patrons.
The reception was-- , ield in the new
quarters of the Faiayjew Pharmacy,
located in the Foster. Block. Dancing
was the order of th& evening, and was
quite generally indged in by all. In
fact, one was redded of the social
dances for whicbtRqy was well known
not so many yearns, ago. Not that the
younger social, aet qí the present are
unsuccessful fofc making the town, popular socially, but as the town grows
we seem to, outgrow some of customs
that prevailed when the village and
the community were new, However,
it. is quite enjoyable to gather again
for an evening, making new acquaintances and renewing the old.
"Doc" Gibbs is so well known to all
that any introduction would be superfluous. Ever since the days of the
first Fairview Pharmacy in the stone
building down on the corner, "Doc's"
drug store has been the gathering
place of the youngsters and the elders
both for treats and treatment. They
have followed him from one new location to another and it is only safa
to predict that the new location will
be as popular as were the others and
that his patronage will continue to in
.iJ.UtdiLZL
create,
,i
Mr, Shaya, although he has been
visiting Roy for the past several yean
in the interests of his insurance, has
but recently become one of our local
business men. He has within the past
two months purchased the mercantile
business of Lujan and Sons and is remodeling and cleaning up the stock
with a view to making his a
store. He is, also, Superintendent of Agenta for the Mutual
Life Insurance company of New York
having worked up to that position
from a small local agent; and will be,
progressive busiwe, feel certain,
ness man and citizen.
Refreshments were served at ten.
Ide cream, cakes and coffee made up
the lunch, while iced lemonade was on
tap all of the evening. After the
eats dancing was resumed and continued until the midnight hour, when
the Btrains of "Home, Sweet Home"
brought the time to mind and all departed unanimous in the opinion that
"Doc" and Shaya are the best of
hosts.

Mr. S. B. Worley and family left
a school apportionment of $1.14 per
an extended visit with relatives
for
County
Mora
age.
pupil
of scholastic
Supt.Beeth of the E.P.S.W.
in Texas and California. After spendabout
Roy
district
and
gets
$5,389.00
was in Roy in his private car Tues.
ing the winter in California, the Wor-le$400.00.
will look around for a new locaEveryone should read the State
We hope Mr. Worley will be
tion.
Bank report in this issue of the
We see by the Clayton papers that home-sic- k
enough by spring to return
They are well worth Rev. H. R. Mills has been returned to
Roy for his future home, as we are
to
reading and give you an idea of the Clayton as minister of the Methodist
indeed sorry to lose the Worleys, as
standing of your local banks.
church at that place. Rev. Mills is thev will be missed very much in the
son of Mrs. Mills, formerly of So
work and social life of Roy.
Ben Floersheim
attended
the lano, and a brother of J. P. Mills of church
success to you, Mr. WorBrown sale Saturday.
He reporta Solano, and is one of the best known Well, here's
ley and family, wherever you go.

S--

CASE

One of the most delightful social

affairs that the village; has seen for

ys

A

For steady reliable farm power,

37

BANK OF ROY
Roy, N. M.

12

Laundry Soap
Empire Picnic Hams

3

,

Special

bars for 25c
bars for 50c
32c a pound

Dry Goods
Bleached Muslin regular price 45c yd sale price 30c yd

(Watch this space every week

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade"

THF

HEWS TO DATE

FOREIGN
cases In Korea now total
with 7,812 deaths reported.
Fifteen thousand cholera cases have
been reported officially from Korea
with 6,000 deaths, in the present epiCholera

18,212,

li PARAGRAPHS

demic.
A number of the members of the diet
OF
NETWORK
CAUGHT FROM THE
are planning to visit the United States
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
next summer with a hope of Improving
the relations between Japan and the
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT8
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Southwest

TANK EXPLODES

News

KILLING FLYER

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

EXHIBITION

PLANE

AT

WRAY,

COLO., FALLS TO GROUND,

United States.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
The Chinese government has ar
The big cotton gin which has been
ranged a short term $10,000,000 loan under construction In Artesla, N. M.,
to meet urgent demands for famine for some time, has been completed
relief In the Shantung, Chihll and and the machinery ull Installed.
ShanBt provinces.
1'lnns are nearly completed
for
The dominion bureau of statistics of the fair which will be held in
Canada has Issued an estimate on the
N. Méx., early In October, nnd
Canadian crop; wheat, 280,498,000 all the farmers and citizens are givbushels; oats, 556,710,000 bushels; bar- ing liberally to the fund for the prises
ley, 64,257 bushels; flax, 11,000 bush-eland expenses of the event.
The city council of Mesa, Ariz., has
Three companies of Italian Infantry deeded to the American Legion post
have seized a factory at Lucca, which of that town a lot adjoining the prohad been occupied by workmen and posed civic center, with the stipulation
have forced the men In the plnnt to thut a post building to cost not less
surrender 60,000 bombs, according to than $15,000 be erected within three
dispatches.
years' time.
According to estimates by the Jap
Sunta Fe railroad Improvements at
anese press, Japan will have 120 sub- Clovls, N. Méx., In 1921 will be the
by
expected
1027,
when it is
marines
largest in proportion to any point
eight battleships and eight battle crui- west of Chicago and will, cost over
sers on the naval building program $350,000.
Most of this sum will be
will have been completed.
spent in improving the yards and the
The soviet government of Russia local station.
has published figures claiming that
Appointment of William A. Morey
under tire 1019 program the total Red as federal prohibition agent for Ariarmy strength, actual and potential, zona was announced by Prohibition
was 4,700,000 men, and that this pro- Director W. T. Webb at Phoenix, who
gram has been restored as a result of added that the appointment would rethe Polish campaign.
lieve him of extra duties he had been
Thirty men were killed, scores performing since the removal . some
wounded and damage amounting to months ago of another agent,
$250,000 was done by the explosion of
The farm and orchard products exdynamite in Callao bay at Lima, Peru. hibition for Otero county will be held
Negligence In handling the explosivo In Alumogordo, N. Méx., October first
Is declared to have caused the acciand second under the direction of
dent.
County Agent Ware. The program
Baklanoff, a baritone of the Chica- which has just been finished will include the work of the boys' and girls'
go Opera Company, arrested In Chicago last year for immorality, has been clubs for the season.
refused an American passport visé
The board of education of Lords-burfrom the American passport bureau of
N. Méx., hus let the contract for
Paris, which acted on advice from a new school building to be erected
Washington.
This bars Baklanoff on the north side of the city. The
from the United States.
building Is to be completed by the
It is officially announced that the first of the year. The new structure
total killed In the recent earthquakes was mude necessary, owing to the big
In Italy was 174. The mountainous
Increase in the school population.
zone affected was thinly inhabited and
According to the report of J. M.
the destruction was limited to small Carahan of the Hudson district near
places. Normal life Is beinjj resumed. Tucumcarl, N. Méx., much of the cotThe houses destroyed tire" being re- ton produced in that part of the state
placed by huts.
will run over half a bole to the- - now
The Chinese foreign office notified this year. With cotton selling at $28
Prince N. A. Koudachef, minister of per hundred pounds, It is likely that
Russia, in charge of the Russian there will be a greatly Increased acrelegation by appointment of the late age next year.
czar, that In view of the nonrepre:
The. Franklin school In BIsbee, Ariz.,
sentatlve status of the Russian lega- the new school for the Americanizafunctiontion, voluntary cessation of
tion of Mexican pupils, is nearly, coming of the legation and Russian con- pleted and will be occupied, in part
sulate would be welcomed.
at least, within a few days. The
opening of the school will mark an
GENERAL
Liquor bandits In two raids on ware- innovation In public school Instruction,
houses at Chicago, escaped with whis- the credit for which belongs to C. F.
kies and rare wines worth $37,000. One Phllbrook, superintendent of, schools.
of the band, which Included five men,
A. 13. Sheppard, constable of BIsbee,
was wearing a policeman's uniform.
Ariz., was shot and killed . by two
Rural letter carriers purpose to start Mexicans whom he was attempting to
a campaign among congressmen and arrest for having burglarized the H.
United States senators for the enact- E. Wootton hardware store In that
ment of legislation granting them an city. Charles Long, a fireman,' who
allowance for maintenance of equip- accompanied Sheppard, was shot
ment, it was learned at Indianapolis, through the left arm. The Mexicans
when the first annual convention of escaped, but dropped a sack containthe National Federation of Rural Let- ing revolvers they had stolen from the
The store.
ter Carriers was convened.
amount to be asked will be $600 anOne of the most important units of
nually, It was said.
Arizona State Highway from New
the
Robbery, jealousy and other eleMexico to Phoenix Is the road from
ments entered into the brutal slaying Clifton, county . seat of Greenlee
of John Zelck, foreman of the stock county, to Franklin, on the state line.
department In a largo warehouse, The "most Important section of this
whose body was discovered In a small
unit is the Ward's cañón project,
washroom In Chlcngo. He had been completed
under the direction of the
beaten to death In a most savage man- state highway department last July.
ner, a plank and a hammer being the
out
This new route gives a short-cu- t
weapons.
Scattered about the floor
Clifton over comparatively easy
of
near the body were a number of love grade and is regarded as one of the
letters which the police are Investigat- cleverest pieces of road location work
ing. They believe Zelek was murÍ
to be found In the state.
dered by a Jealous rival.
on
been
commenced
the
Work
has
soldiers
Bodies of 763 American
give residents of
were brought home from St. Nazalre new road which will
county, New Mexico, an outlet
and other points In France on the Grant
to
east through Sierra county, the
the
transport Sherman.
first grading being done on the west
A spread of Infantile paralysis In the
side of the Black range. This piece
vicinity of Boston, which, while not an of road is of more than the usual Imepidemic, yet constitutes a condition portance as
It Is the connecting line
that has caused some concern among In a transcontinental route which has
health officials, was announced by the been a matter of agitation for sevstate department of health. A total of eral years.
ninety-sevecases in the state was reEastern New Mexico is soon to have
ported with the addition of fourteen
The another great highway, which will be
new cases In reports received.
number of cases is the greatest In the a cross connecting route with several
of the other highways of the state.
state since the epidemic of 1018.
new road will connect with the
Two suits of $10,000,000 were filed The
highway either at Pecos or
Bankheud
by the city of Chicago", on orders of
Van Horn, Tex., and from there will
Mayor William Hule Thompson against
go to El Paso. From that point the
the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago
will go north through Carimhighway
Dally News, respectively. The suits,
Lovlngton and Tatum,
bad,
Pearl,
according to Corporation Counsel S. A.
It will cross the Dixie, Overwhere
charges
by
allege
made
Ettleson,
that
Southern National and Borderthese newspapers In the primary cam- land, routes
and then Continue north
paign have injured Chicago financial- land
through Portales and Clovls. The route
ly. The charges alleged false stateeventually go across the Panments to the effect that the city Is will
Into Colorado. The new road
bankrupt and its credit exhausted. handle only
cross some sixteen of
will not
statements
declared
They
that these
highways
of the west, but
principal
the
Injured bonds Issued by the city and
will also furnisli a direct route from
injured the morale of the city
all New Mexico points to Colorado.
Relief from alleged excessive switchIt required three rounds from five ing charges was sought by the
army rifles nt Salina, Kan., to kill SnyCopper Company of Coder, a trained elephant, belonging to a
chise county, In a petition filed with
gone
mad
with
had
The
animal
circus.
state corporation commission. The
hundreds of persons massed about the the
Paso & Southwestern Railway Comanimal tent. Before being killed the El
pany was named as the collector of
elephant upset many cages containing
charges.
animals and threw one cage, contain- the
mill of the Hllls-bor- o
The twenty-staming four lions, thirty feet.
Development Company was put
The Connecticut legislature in sesInto operation at the Good Hope Bosion at Hartford, by concurrent action
In New Mexico. The
ratified the woman suffrage amend- nanza mines
new mill is equipped with a flotation
ment to the federal constitution, makprocess and is turning out an exceling Connecticut the
lent grade of concentrates.
state to ratify.
Por-tule- s,

Kill That Cold iWith
CASCARA

EXPLODING GAS TANK.

for

Colds, Cough

PILOT ESCAPES INJURY
DEAD

MECHANIC

8TATE

SON

IS

OF

REPRESENTATIVE

WESTERN
Damage estimated at 1300,000 was
caused at Flier, Idaho, by fire which
destroyed nearly an entire business
block.

Johnson, former world's
Jack
heavyweight champion, was sentenced
to one year and a day in Leavenworth
penitentiary and fined $1,000 by Federal Judge George A. Carpenter of Chicago for violation of the Mann act.
Fire of undetermined origin destroyed most of two business blocks
at Banger, Texas, causing an estimated loss of $1,000,000. One fireman was
seriously injured. A blind itinerant
musician named Brockton was injured
seriously.
R. O. Bills, automobile
dealer Of
Blackfoot, Idaho, was killed when a
racing automobile he was testing out
on the county fair grounds dirt track
threw a tire when the machine was
speeding at the rate of sixty miles an
hour.
The North Dakota Supreme Court
has issued an order enjoining railroads operating in the state from further charging increased Intrastate
rates which were put Into effect on
Septi 1. The order also directs the
railroads to rebate any Increase already collected.
Emroett Bancroft, also known as
Nell Hart, was sentenced at Pendleton, Ore., to bé hanged Nov. 5th for
the murder of Sheriff Til Taylor in a
jail" delivery Aug. 28th. He pleaded
guilty of murder in the first degree
and is the first man to receive a death
sentence since capital punishment was
restored in Oregon.
Montana wool growers, through
their organization, perfected at a
meeting held at Helena, Mont., will
deliver finished blankets and cloth
for men's and women's clothing, made
from virgin wool from Montana, to
the consumers at a price that will
eliminate the profits which now prevail between the grower and the ultimate consumer.
The body of an unidentified woman,
years old, was found
about forty-fiv- e
In the Missouri river at Omaha, by a
laborer who was searching the waters
for the body of Ü. O. Brldenbaugh,
Coleridge, Neb., banker, who recently
committed suicide by drowning. The
woman had gray eyes and hair, wore
a gray suit and a black hat Death
had evidently taken place but a few
hours before the discovery of the
body.

WASHINGTON
Controller of the Currency Williams
asserted that the records of his office
confirm Senator Owens' recent charges
that certain New York banks have
at extortionate
loaned $500,000,000
and burdensome Interest rates, running as high as SO per cent.
Declaration has been mode by Prohibltton Commissioner Kramer that
dry law enforcement machinery is in
adequate. Coupled with this was a
n
League
statement by the
that the "nation is confronted by a
gigantic and vicious conspiracy to discredit and ultimately overthrow prohi
bition."
The United States Shipping Board
has announced the sale of five Hog
Island-buil- t
ships for $7,238,123 to the
American Fuel and Transportaion Cor
poration.
Contracts for three new air mall
routes, at a total cost of $85,000 a
year, have been awarded by the Post'
office Department to the Lawson Air
Line Company of Chicago.
Few Important changes in the forms
for filing income tax returns will be
necessary, the bureau of Internal reve
nue announced after a conference be
tween representatives of various bust
ness organizations and a committee on
the proposed revision of Income tax
forms for 1920, appointed by Commis
sioner Williams.
Boy H. Kuehllng, held by the police
for investigation in connection with
the drowning of bis wife, Gertrude T.
Kuehling, was released after the grand
Jury in the District of Columbia court
bad voted not to return an indictment
against blm. Kuehling was exonerated
by a coroner's Jury from blame la connection with the death of his wife,
which occurred while they were canoeing on the Potomac river.
Attorney General Palmer has begun
collecting evidence against several associations of California fruit growers,
it was learned at the Justice department, following the institution of antitrust proceedings against the California Association of Raisin Growers.
The Interstate Commerce Commission modified its order prohibiting assignment of open top cars to wagon
coal mines not equipped with tipples
cr elevations to the extent that such
mines may receive open top cars from
the surplus supply if able to load the
cars within twenty-fou- r
hours.
Anti-Saloo-
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Neglected Colds are Dangerous
Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze,
Breaks op a cold in 24 hours Relieves
Grippe In 3 days Excellent for Headache
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la boat Tonic
Quinine In this form does not affect the
Laxative No Opiate in Hill's.
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Life's
Wray, Colo., Sept. 20.
Tou may not know It, but when yod
the gas tank In a
laughing at a man behind hi
Small Boy Satifled That the Bill for aré
Oriole airplane, following a
back some other man Is behind your
Not
Was
Fun
Days'
Three
His
fall, resulted In the death here of
back laughing at you. Cincinnati Eni
Exorbitant
John McGlnnis, 21, an airplane mequlrer.
díanle, and sou of W. D. McGlnnis,
to
allowed
was
Freddy
little
At
last
state representative and prominent
Alexander visit grandpa all alone. They were
banker of this town.
was great friends, and had long waited for
Denver
("Red") Lendruin of
piloting the muchine.
It crashed to the great day.
Freddy had the time of his life.
the ground nnd burst Into flames. Lensaw that he wanted for
Grandpa
atdruin was badly burned when he
tempted to rescue McGlnnis. There nothing. The small boy ate more
were few witnesses to the disaster, cream buns In those three days than
which occurred one mile north of the be would otherwise have done In three
years, while his pockets bulged all the
city.
Dell-an-s
Snapping of a guy wire attached to time with candies.
everyto
end
comes
an
there
But
Is
to
Hot
have
the rudder of the plane said
caused the catastrophe. The machine thing, and Freddy went home again,
Relief
was coming out of a tall spin, prepa- pale yellow of complexion, and languid
LL-AM- S
and feverish. Mother promptly sent
ratory to landing.
The body of the mechanic was for the doctor, who ordered him to
burned to a crisp before It could be bed, and sent him some very unpleasextricated from the blazing wreckage. ant, but doubtless healing medicine.
Taxiáemv.1 j Fnrs
Grandpa came next day and was
The machine was almost entirely
i
Game Head Mounted
creep
see
how
upstairs to
pennltted to
demolished.
s
Your fur skins tanned and
faring.
He
found
was
the
sufferer
the
;
Following airplane exhibitions at
- made up into coats, scarfs.
' capes, muffs, etc Highest
Burlington, Colo., the two aviators small boy lying wan and pale on his
prices peld (or raw furs
Write (or catalog.
started for Wray. Just before land- pillow, but received a watery smile as
JONAS BB0THEB9
ing, the pilot began a series of tall a welcome.
"Oh, grandpa," said the weak llttla
Delirar, Cola
1020 Broadway
spins. When scarcely 100 feet In the
air and as he was coming out of the voice, "I've been awfully bad but It
last spin, the rudder failed to operate, was worth It."
owing, it is believed, to the broken
What Worried Him.
guy wire.
anil ARTISTIC JEWELRY
"Jimmy, you don't seem to like my
The machine crashed nose down to
MAHClACTtTKnfO
the earth. A deafening explosion fol- family at all," pouted the young wife.
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ
"Give me time, my dear," pleaded
lowed as the gas tank blew up. The
"I'm doing my best to
Illa A Curtía. Dwm.Cole,
flaming oil spread over the machine. her husband.
WRITE OR OALL FOR OATALOQ
McGlnnis, seated in the cockpit, wus be agreeable."
"But what's wrong with my famiTTIVeiT REMOVED br Dr. Bam
Injured and overcome by the fumes
kU ÜlntiMnCTMf tfratrirlBf
FRECKLES
and flames. Lendrum, freeing him- ly?" demanded the lady Irately.
297 B MtehtM
sen"Nothing
I'm
But
a
whatever.
self from the wreckuge, rushed Into
the fire, endeavoring to rescue his sitive man, I am, and the look of hope- CLERK MEANT TO GET .EVEN
companion.
The terrific heat drove less resignation your people wear
him buck. He and Steve B'riggs, a whenever they see me Is getting on my Of Course Congregation
Could Get
farmer, who saw the accident and hur- nerves."
Away, But He Had the Minister
ried to the wreck, were forced to
In Tight Place.
j
(
They'll Never Admit It.
stand helplessly by as McGlnnis was
At the dinner table the talk was
burned.
There was bad blood between the
The flames were finally extin- about the women getting to vote this parish clerk and the minister of a cetv
twenty,
Sis,
post
who
was
fall.
Just
guished and the body of the mechanic
country church. Neither of themi
asked: "How old does a woman have tain
removed.
ever missed a chance of getting a bit
to be to get to votel"
s
Officials of the
of his own back.
i
Bud, who was to get his first vote
Airplane Company declared here that
Sunday the clerk had a special1
One
John McGlnnis, the mechanic killed in this fall and who did not think much Invitation out to church with a friend
a. fall of one of the company's planes of women having the right to vote, after the evening service, whereupon)
at Wray yesterday, had been em- replied : "Why, they have to be thirty he asked the minister if he would
ployed at the flying field for more years old."
keeping his sermon short
"If what you say Is true, Bud, many mind
than two years.
It was too good a chance to miss.
lose
women
will
votes,"
Sis'
was
their
Alexander Lendrum, the pilot, who
The minister took a few deep breaths,'
escaped serious injury, is, they said, reply as she looked across the table and preached for one hour
and a quar"twenty-eight- "
aunt,
been
who
her
has
at
a veteran flyer, and has been engaged
ter by the clock.
years.
six
for
in exhibition flights in Colorado and
By this time the old clerk's wrath'
surrounding states for some time.
was at boiling point. He hardly waitIt Would Be Reduced.
"Pardon me for referring to it, sir," ed for the preacher to resume his
Food Prices Decrease.
said the profiteering plute's head ac- seat before springing up and announcTwenty-seveWashington.
of the countant, "but your surplus Is grow- ing loudly:
forty-thre- e
standard articles going ing at a really disgraceful rate." "Yes,"
"Psalm one hundred and nineteen.
Into the American family market replied his employer,
end
end. He's preached all
Pro
"but in a short
basket decreased in price between time my wife's bills for the current evening, and we'll sing all nect!"
July 15 and Aug. 15, it is said by the month for goods purchased from other London Answers.
j
department of labor's bureau of lubor profiteers will come In, and when I
statistics, which made public figures have paid them my hoard will be reThe Kind.
showing that during the thirty-da- y
duced to respectable proportions."
"I understand the candidate yon
period ending with the middle of Kansas City Star.
speak of is a climber in politics."
August the retail price of potatoes
"Yes a front-porc- h
climber."
fell 44 per cent and the price of cabNo Doubt of It
bage went down 41 per cent. The
"What is a portable house, pa?"
Even after slates were invented
drop in sugar prices was placed at 14
"Any house carried away by a cy- people continued to multiply on the
per cent. Most kinds of meat de- clone." Houston Post.
face of the earth.
creased in price.
Explosion of WILLING
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Wife Gets $10,000 In Shoe Box.
San Francisco. A shoe box containing $10,000 in currency was received
through the mnlls here by Mrs. Charles
Hayes, wife of a former chauffeur of
the Anglo and London Taris National
bank, who dropped from sight Sept.
B, simultaneously with the disappearance of a bank automobile containing
$50,000 In currency and bonds.
Th
box was postmarked New Orleans. '
Kills Father and Three Others.
Halifax, N. S. Three men, one of
them his father, and a woman were
shot and killed at Hemford by Have-loc- k
Velnott, who then committed
suicide.
Velnott attacked the four

during a fit of Insane rage resulting
from a dispute over the location of
a mill dam on his father's property.
Man Found Dead In Trunk.
Calexlco,
body of
American, doubled in a trunk,
found by Mexican laborers on
Mexican side of the international
about a mile from here and
brought to Mexican.
..,
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coffee drinking soon
profit by a change to

INSTAIfT FOSIUH
Its pleasing flavor.eáseóf
preparation, healthfulnessi
and practical .economy com-
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Hazelton, Pa. General resumption
of operations in the anthracite coal
fields, with the exception of the Schuylkill district, has been predicted by officials of the United Mine Workers.
The majority of the "vacationists,"
they declared, have voted to return to
work pending efforts of the policy
committee to reopen the wage negotiation. The strike against the "contractor system" at the collieries of th
Pennsylvania Coal Company at Pltt-sto- n
will be continued.
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Within the next two weeks, wé will receive a car load of first class
winter apples of different varieties.

We will make a special price for cash
of four cents a pound in equal
quantities of each variety,
m bul

7TM1
M

oersheim Mercantile Co.
Roy, New Mexico.
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REGISTRATION NOTICE

We will give Special Discounts on

everything carried in stock for cash
until November 1st.
We will make it worth while to see
us before buying

notice 13 hereby given that
the Registration books for Pr.
cinct No. 22 for the election are
now here and will be open for
registration October 1st. Every
man or woman over 21 years of
age must registér if you wish to
vote, i he books will be kept at
tne t. n. foster office, and you
can register any day between
the 1st, and 30th, day of October
í . H. Foster
F. S. Brown
J. J. Rodriguez
Board of Registration

Lumber, Hardware Cement
Plaster, Sash Doors, Glass
Brick, Coal, Wire Fencing
Heaters and Ranges.
We now have the famous
"Round Oak" Heaters and
Ranges the best on earth.
Saturday.,

Miss Helen Russel left for Virginia
last Saturday, where she will attend
(School this winter.
Her brother,
Wolcott, accompanied her as far as
Amarillo.

REPORT of condition of "BANK OF ROY"

Wanted A good Jersey cow; bred,
must be reasonably priced. K. F.
Woodman, R. p, D, "A", Roy.
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN '
A 1917 Saxon Automobil, in good
working condition. Self starter; new
battery and ready to go. Will take
part in trade. Call at SpanishAmr
lean office.
FOR SALE
An Eagle Cook Stov in A-- l cw- dition, same as new. Cost $50.001
Will take $30.00. See it at the Spew
office.

the Ink Pot.
An old steel pen. If kept In your
Ink
pot to absorb the acid, will
make the
pens In dairy use wear better.
NOTICE TO WHOM IT WAY CON
n

CERN

LIBERTY
Wheat threshing is over in this
community, and from
Stuart is the "Wheat King" this year.
Having raised 700 bushels off f on
acres of land, Mr. Stuart ni
ket 2,000 bushel from his granary
whs year, wnicn. exceeds many others,
who had a larger aerea tre. Mr Stn.
art and his boys have always raised
crops, despite the drouths.
D. P. Moore and wife. Henrv Mitch
ell and wife, Harry Stuart and hrnfh.

ers, were business visitors to ftnv

ROBERTS &
OLVER
Sam Tyler, who has been working
Mrs. Hattie Rhoades of Colmor
in the big saw mills of Oregon and visiting at
the Wm. Hoopsr home this
Washington, arrived in Roy Satur- week.
Mrs. Rhoades wns formerly
day for a few weeks' outing on his Miss Hattie
Lisle of Solano.
ranch south of town.
,

-
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Mayberry Sale.
When?
Wednesday, Sept. 29th. Where'
10
plow for sale. Terms. Selling be,miles N. E. of Roy. Come.
cause too small for my use, want a
Marion Connor nnAt
larger outfit. R. W. Boulware, Route
"mc nú irvm
ugden, Jr.. and- wife Wava
i;
UtlUlIiy
with Roy merchants Saturday.
A
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Notice is heregiven to whom it muir
concern that Margarita T. Narajo, the
undersigned, was appointed' on thu
13th day of September, A. D. 1920,
Administratrix of the Estate of Juana
C. TrujiE, deceased, and all
having claims against the Estate of
said Juana C. Trujillo, deceased, will
present the same within the time nr
scribes By law.
MARGARITA T. NARANJO,
Administratrix.
O. Box 193, Roy, N. M.
AVISO A QUIENES CONfiFRM a
Aviso, es por esta dado a auienea

concierna que Margarita T. Naranjo,
W. Fred Ogden. who ha
i(m
la abajo firmado fue,nombrada,
este
his position at Dawson whih h
dia 13 de Setiembre, A.D. 1920. Ad
held the past four years, is spending
1
a few days with home folks, before ministradora de? Estado de Juana C
rujiuo,.auunxa.y
todas personas oub
leaving for a few wek
tengan cuenta encontra de el Estado
and business trip in Colorado.
de la dicha Juana C. Trujillo, difunta.
L. A. Canon markptan liia Dnn ! presentaran las mismas dentro del
ucie3 wheat crop last Friday. Ocie tiempo prescripts por ley.
is residing in Texas.
MARGARITA T. NARANJO,
Administradora.
Messrs.
and Mesdm.
P. O. Box 193, Rüy, N. M.
Mitchell, F. A. Roy, Earl McMinimy,
ueo. i.ucas, w. Jr'red Ogden, Mr. RonFOR SALE
ald Barrett, and Mrs. FuJk.
Or will trade for Mesa nronertv.
invited dinner guests of Mr, and Mrs. or good notes, a fine 83
acre farm
T. M. Ogden on Sunday. A pleasant in Howard County.
Arkansas. 12 mi
day was reported.
from railroad town. Hi miles from
Liberty Sunday school is progress- school, church and store,
with good
ing nicely under the leadership
of orchard. About 40 acres under culMr. Homer Tarks. Mr. Parks lias ni- - tivation. A
fine little home for some
ways been a favorite with the people one. Will want
fa . vuw v viic IlClli.
and we expect much interest to be of the oil rights-- ,
however.
manifested with his lpailrrshin
w
Also have for sale on terms to suit
have a cradle roll of fifteen babies, purchaser,
three teams of mares.
so we are hoping the Wheat Belt
Fair Write or call and see me at mv off;
will have a baby exhibit this year.
in Mosquero, N. M.
EENJ. F. BROWN.

j

at ROY, in the State of New Mexico, at the
close of business on September 8th, 1920.
Serial Number 85

Resources

'

,

.V

Loans and Discounts
,
$93,677.08
Overdrafts
336.77
8. Furniture and Fixtures
1,631.00
9. Real Estate owned other than
banking house
3,000.00
11. (a) Net amount due
83.29
from National Banks $
(b) Net amount due
from Reserve banks
46,223.55
46,306.84
12. Net Amount due from banks and
bankers (other than included in
10 and 11)
989.68
14. Other checks on banks in the same
city or town as reporting Bank
3.56
15. (a) Outside checks and
other cash items
none
(b) Fractional Currency, nickels and cents $
44.42
44.42
16. Coin and Currency
. 3,738.15
1.

2.

,

.

TOTAL

-

$149,727.50

Liabilities
25.

22.

27.

Capitol Stock Paid in
$ 30,000.00
Undivided Profits
$7,600.42
Less current expenses,
interest and taxes paid 4,081.88
3,518.54
Demand Deposit
Individual deposits, subject to
check (including 31 and 32)
109,213.02
Cashier's checks outstanding
2,554.74
Certificates of deposits
4,441.20

...

29.
34.

TOTAL

i,.

.

$149,727.50

State of New Mexico, County of Mora, ss.:
We, Henry Krabbenschmidt, Vice President and
Robert H. Bentley, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is
true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
HENRY KRABBENSCHMIDT.
Vice Pres.
ROBERT H. BENTLEY, Cashier.
Correct Attest:
HENRY W. FARMER,
RAKFR
GEORGE H. HUNKER,
Directors.
V
M. N.

Subscribed and sworn to befare me this 14th
clay of September, 1920.
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
(SEAL)

My commission

.
Notary Public.
expires Oct. 28th, 1322.
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TRADE MARK

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

eduction m Prices on Ford Products
The war is over and

Tro

war prices must go. Effective at
and Tractors will be sold F. O. B. Detroit at the following prices? Cars
Touring regular $440.00
With starter$510.00
With starter $465.00
$35.0pCbnio íá.oü.op
Coupe with starter and demountable rims $745 Oft
starter and demountable rims $795.00
.iUrSedanwith
Truck with Pneumatic tires $545.00
Fordson Tractor $790 00

SUt

interest of all it is time a real practical effort was made to brine; the

stanaara."
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We are at your command with regular Ford efficiency in service and eagerness
to fill your orders.

the best
to regular pre war

BECK MOTOR COMPANY, ROY, NEW MEXICO
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tide had swung out Into the river a
His
distance of about thirty feet.
rival seized the rope and began alternately to throw his weight upon H
and strive to lift It.
The result was that the boy on the
rope soon found himself jogging up
and down above the river, now almost
touching It with his feet and now
raised high above It. Ho started to
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riots In which Beveuty buildings were destroyed. 2
Scene In Llsburn, Irelund, after the
Charles Evans, Jr., oí Chicago, winner of the national amateur golf championship, being given the trophy
by President Walker of the U. S. 0. A. at Itoslyn, L. L a The famous marble works of Carrara, Italy, which
were greatly damaged by the recent earthquake.
li

CURRENTEVENTS
Terrible Explosion in Financial
District of New York Laid
to Anarchists.
HUGE PLOT

Republicans Say Maine Result Presages Their Victory in November
Attitude of Women Voters Slgnlfi.
cant Cox Approves Root's Plan for
World Court
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
New York's financial center was

chattered and the entire country
shocked on Thursday by a terrible explosion that took the lives of about
80 persons and injured some 300 others. That it was the result of a deliberate plot by anarchists Is the firm
belief of federal and local officials, and
there Is reason to fear that It was
but the start of a campaign of terrorism against the financiers of America.
The explosion came exactly at the
noon hour, directly In front of the new
assay building at Broad and Wall
streets adjoining the subtreasury, and
across the street from the beautiful
e
J. P. Morgan building. A
truck was standing there and the authorities believe It contained a gigantic bomb that was exploded by a time
dock. The deaths and Injuries and
the damage done to buildings were
mostly caused by short, heavy slugs
made from broken cast Iron window
weights, unlike any In the Wall street
district This fact together with
many other developments, furnished
a basis for the theory of the officials.
After the disaster It was learned that
a Wall street employee and the French
high commission had both received
warning that there would be an explosion In the district on September
15. The letters both came from E.
Fischer, formerly an employee of the
French commission, and were mailed
Fischer is said to be
from Toronto.
deranged as a result of a nervous
breakdown.
The victims of the explosion were
No
mostly clerks and messengers.
prominent financier was killed, though
many of them had narrow escapes,
and Junius Spencer Morgan, son of
J. P. Morgan, was cut by flying glass.
one-hors-

If It is still true that "as goes Maine,
so goes the nation," the Kepubllcans
will score a tremendous victory In NoThey swept the Pine Tree
vember.
state, electing Parkhurst for governor,
and all the rest of their ticket by a
majority of about 65,000. Every county In the state went Republican. National leaders of the party, of course,
greeted this result with shouts of Joy.
Nearly 80,000 women went to the polls,
and some 60,000 of them voted the
Republican ticket. This Is regarded
as especially significant, for it has
been contended that the women of the
country would support the League of
Nations. The campaign in Maine was
conducted largely on national issues,
the league issue being foremost and
both parties sent national figures Into
the state as campaign orators, the
Democratic forces being led by Franklin D. Roosevelt, candidate for vice
president, and Secretary of the Navy
Daniels. Calvin Coolldge, Republican
candidate for vice president Senator
Lodge and other heavy guns were
there for the Republican ticket, and
devoted much of their energies to attacking the Wilson draft of the league.
Governor Cox, Mr. Roosevelt, Chair-

Of the primaries of the week, the
most Interesting and Important were
those of New York and Illinois. In
the former the "regulars" of both parThe Republicans renomities won.
nated Senator Wadsworth, and the
Democrats named Lieut Gov. Harry
The IlliC. Walker as his opponent.
nois primaries were Interesting, especially because of the fierce "civil war"
within the Republican party there.
The faction led by Mayor Thompson
of Chicago was bitterly attacked by
the metropolitan press, but It swept
In the
Chicago and Cook county.

rest of the state the
forces piled up such large majorities
that at this writing the result is in
doubt
The "power of the press" Is very
poorly exemplified by the Chicago
newspapers, for they nearly always
lose In fights of this kind.
congressional
investigating
The
committee dropped the inquiry Into
Cox's charges concerning the Republican campaign fund, the Republican
members holding that they had not
been proved and the Democratic members having little to say. Mr. Cox,
however, is unwilling to let the matter
rest, and In a recent speech he doubled
the amount he said his opponents were
collecting, stating that the fund was
Exto be $25,000,000 or $30,000,000.
pert political opinion is that the governor has done his cause more harm
than good by hla "expose" of campaign
contributions.
Both presidential candidates are
perforce devoting a great deal of attention to the League of Nations.
Senator Harding, in a message to a
women's club, said: "We are desirLet us not
ous of preventing war.
break the heart of the world by any
inore delusions.
Let us unite America behind a new proposal to the other
nations for the prevention of war and
for amicable relationship In world adLet us, In doing this,
ministration.
preserve our own national conscience
at home, and not check it at Geneva."
Out West where he has been delivering "peppy" speeches, Governor Cox
promised that if he were elected the
league would be ratified, money would
no longer be spent on battleships and
the government funds would be used
for such purposes as reclaiming arid
lands. Mr. Cox also gave his full approval to the plan for a world court
as put forth by Elihu Root and the
rest of the advisory commission of
Jurists. This court, said Mr. Cox, cannot In any way be regarded as a substitute for the league, being rather a
part of the covenant which is quite

Root sailed for home with the
Intention of taking part in the national
campaign and to urge America to adhere to the International court plan,
which he Is said to regard as the high
point of his career. The proposition
was taken up for discussion by the
league council when It met In Paris on
Thursday. It was expected that Italy
and Japan, and perhaps America,
would make objection to the article
In the constitution of the court which
provides for compulsory adjudication.
In making public the text of the project the council, in a letter to all league
members, said:
"The council would regard an Irreconcilable difference of opinion on
the merits of the scheme as an international misfortune of the gravest
kind. It would mean that the league
was publicly compelled to admit its
incapacity to carry out one of the most
important of the tasks which it was
Invited to perform. The failure would
be great and probably irreparable ; for,
If agreement proves impossible under
circumstances apparently so favorable,
It Is hard to see how and when the
task of securing It will be successfully
resumed."

man White and other leading Democrats all refuse to consider Maine a
Russian bolshevlsts, not giving up
reliable political barometer. Secretary Tumulty, after conferring with their attempt to conquer Poland, conPresident Wilson, said only that the centrated a large force for an attack
Maine result "cannot be considered as in the direction of Lemberg; but the
indicative of the general result in Poles report that they have administered a crushing defeat to these
November."
The impartial observer will accord troops, and that their own operations
Bug
the greatest importance to the atti- along the upper reaches of the Hosvery
successful.
been
have
though
river
it
women,
tude of the Maine
may be true that the women of the tilities between the Poles and the
central and western states do not feel Lithuanians seemed to have quieted
the same way about the league as down, but the latter were gathered
along the border In great force, ac
President Wilson wants It

Passengers on a
suburban train became in
a scene on a Harlem river
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mixed goods.
Buy "Diamond Dyes"
to other kind then perfect

terested In
pier-a- t
One Hundred

and

Thirty-secon-

d

street, during the delay.
On one side of the pier two little
negroes, apparently about ten years
old, were "showing off." They stood
on their heads; they pummelled each
Dther with shrill cries of mimic ferocity.

to recent dispatches, and a The cause of their antics, a white girl
battle was fought In the Suwalkl sec- of about the same ago, dressed In her
tor.
starchiest nnd frllllest best sauntered
Baron Wrangel carried out a com- up and down the opposite side of the
plete change of front In southern Rus- pier with a blue parasol In elaborate
Indifference to masculine maneuvers.
sia. Abandoning his plan of concentration on the Kuban and formation
One of the contenders for her
of a liaison with the revolting Cos- glances suddenly swung himself out
sacks, he collected all his forces In hand over hand on a taut hawser that
Taurlda and started out to capture led to the stern of a barge which the
Kherson and N'ikolalev with the Intention of forming a union with the
Ukrainians further west and of pushing northward toward Alexandrovsk
police have solved
and Kharkov. Already he has won
CHICAGO. TheHyde Park
kimono
several victories over the soviet troops.
In the Baku region In the Caucasus the mystery but there's only one way to
antlbolshevtst revolt Is reported to be tell It chronologically.
Some time between six o'clock and
spreading and the Reds, who already
had abandoned Baku, are continuing midnight last Tuesday evening some
one entered room 401 In the Shirley
their retreat.
Notwithstanding these reverses In apartment hotel at 41G4 Drexel boule- and about their home country the Rus- .vard and vanished with $1,200 worth
sian Reds are unremitting in their ef- of woman's apparel, the property of
forts to "bolshevlze" the rest of the Mrs. W. C. Gabriel, wife of LieutenThe only
world. Tokyo hears that they have ant Gabriel, the aviator.
perfected plans for this propaganda clue to the marauder was a cheap cotand are soon to send emissaries to ton kimono and a pair of men's bedAmerica, Japan, China and other coun- room slippers.
The police were baffled. The apart
tries in Asia.
ment was four stories above the
ground.
An intricate lock and bolt
The hand of the bolshevik Is appar- barred the only door In the
ent too, In northern Italy. Radicals, apartment There were no fire esmost of them foreigners, are trying to capes.
get control of the communist movehowever, had seen
A housemaid,
ment that sprang up there and to foil
Robert Black, who, with his wife, Mrs.
confederation
labor
the efforts of the
Rose. Black, occupied the apartment
to bring about a compromise between below
the pilfered Gabriel apartment,
the workers and the employers. In wearing the kimono. The police ensome Instances they drove contented tered the Black apartment to find Mrs.
employees from factories and seized Black and William Davis, but no Mr.
Though the movement
the plants.
Black and no Gabriel clothing.
there
was spreading considerably,
The police learned further that
predicwas no reason to change the
Black and his wife had gone to the
tion that it would ultimately fall, but laundry operated by Leslie T. Tennent
the probability that the employers at 4248 Cottage Grove avenue Monday
would offer to the men equal control night and bad an altercation about
and profit sharing increased. Premier
Glollttl finally took a hand In the dispute, Inviting representatives of the
employers and workers In the metal
plants to meet him In Turin. Genoa
became a storm center when the communists there, led by some Russians
and Hungarians, seized merchant shipping and mounted cannon, announcing they would fight if naval vessels
were sent In answer to this the government sent a squadron of battleships and destroyers. The foreign
leaders who were arrested were all in
of large amounts of
possession
cording

results

Druggist
Dyes Color Card"
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are guaranteed.

has

"Diamond

rteh colora Adv.

Spirits.
Little narold one day overheard a
discussion upon the subject of "spirit"
seances, which aroused his curiosity.
Some time afterward, his uncle came
to stay a while.
"Oh, Uncle Henry," said narold,
"when you go to the next seance, will
you take me with you?"
his uncle.
"Seance?" exclulmed
"Why, bless you, I'm not a bit Inter
ested In such nonsense."
his
"That's strange," answered
nephew, "because I heard mamma say
you were fond of spirits." Edinburgh

He became exhnusted.
coma back.
shine of his eyeThe
balls was visible to the passengers on
the train. His rival took to his heels
and disappeared.
Then the exhausted boy dropped
Into the river.
At the splash and
strangled cry the little white girl ran
to the end of, the pier, dropped her
parasol and plunged. In all her starchy Scotsman.
frills, Into the stream. She came up
with the boy's head resting on her
Blessings on his head that said,
Two men with a rope "Face about."
shoulder.
hauled both children to safety.
Meantime the passengers had been
taking up a collection and presently
a parcel, well wrapped In newspapers,
thumped into the street at the feet of
Morning
sharp twingei
lameness,
the bedraggled little girl.
when bending and an all day backAs the train moved Jerkily on Its
ache; each is cause enough to suspect
way she clutched the parcel In her
kidney complaint. If you feel tired all
arms and gave a dripping wave of the the time and are annoyed by dizzy
spells,
headaches and irregular kidney
hand to the departing cars.
action, you have additional proof and
should act quickly to prevent more seUse Doan'l
rious kidney trouble.
Kidney Pilll, the remedy that is receverywhere by grateful
ommended
users. Ask your neighbor!
terror-stricke-
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Commuters See Melodrama in Real Life
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Dye ricbtl Don't rlsH
your material In a poor dye.
Each package of "Diamond
Dyes" contains directions
so simple that any woman
can diamond-dy- e
a new,
rich, fadeless color into old
garments, draperies, coverings, everything,
whether
wool, silk. Unen, cotton or

n

Why That Lame Back?

Police Solve the Great Kimono Mystery

one-roo-

A Colorado Case

J. W. Peterle, miner,
305

S.

some laundry which resulted In Black
knocking Tennent down.
Mrs. Black finally unraveled the
"mystery" of the kimono.
Black was taking a bath Tuesday
night when the Hyde Park police with
the patrol wagon arrived to serve a
warrant sworn out by Tennent
Hastily fastening his trusty kimono
about him and donning his slippers,
be stepped out upon a ledge in an
nreaway, scrambled up to the Gabriels
bathroom window ledge, and entered
the flat. Tearing off the kimono he
dressed himself In Mrs. Gabriel's Ra
ery, even to a blue fox scarf, hat, veil
and handbag. Thus arrayed he saun
tered down the hallway and van
ished.
They haven't found him yet, but the
Gabriel clothing was returned by mall

Second

St.,

Creek, Colo.,
says: "My kidneys
were weak and I had
to fret up often at
night to pass the seWhen I
cretions.
wanted to pick any
thing up I would have
to bend slowly, for If
I didn't stabs of pain
me In my
caughtbought
Doan's
back. I
KlrWv Pilla
few boxes cured me."
Ct Doan's at Any Store, 60e Bos
Cripple

anda

DOAN'S

t'
kpdJLV

FOSTER.MILBURN CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

BETTER
DEAD
Life is a burden when the body
is racked, with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

GOLD MEDAL

Biscay Bay Would Make an Angel Swear

money.

Seizure of the land began In Italy
when communist peasants took possession of several large farms. As
some of these belong to high church
officials It was expected the Vatican
would protest to the government and
demand protection of the property.
The congressional Junket party is
on its way home from the Orient, and
when it arrives maybe some of the
members will ba able to give the gov
ernment valuable advice on the Jap
Possibly they will
anese problem.
not be able to do so. The problem Is
becoming acute, both here and in
Ambassador Shldehara has
Japan.
been authorized to conduct negotla
tlons direct with Secretary Colby for
a new treaty or some understanding
that will safeguard Japanese property
holding and more clearly restrict
Japanese immigration. Tokyo doubt
less prefers to have the trouble set
tled by the present administration,
hoping for better terms than might be
agreed to by the Republicans if they
Senator Harding
win In November.
has declared himself in favor of the
exclusion of the Japanese on the
ground of racial difference. The Wll
son administration still Insists on the
restriction of Immigration from 3a
pan, and also still objects to Japan's
occupation of the Russian half of
Saghalln- - island.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars, a
large and influential society, In coa
ventlon In Washington, has adopted a
resolution advocating the exclusion of
Japanese and a constitutional amend
ment withholding American citizen
Japanese
ship from Amerlcan-bo-

hungry Biscay. Our parson puts all
fears to rout he trusts in God, his
heart Is stout, but wants to swing the
lifeboat out, for the devil rules old
Biscay.
The good shin at the seas
does bound ; she tries in vain to knock
them down, then backs away and goes
out round the mountainous seaa of
Biscay.

"For days and days we bob arouud,
our only motion's up and down, the
d poor clown
old ship makes a d
for acrobatic Biscay. The cooks are
NGOR, ME. Capt. Frank Rufus having lots of fun as after pots and
'endleton, first officer of the pans they run, but dinner's always
weight steamer Andra, is handy with sure to come, they are the cooks for
the pen and finds It easy to keep the Biscay.
The engineers down In the
log in rhyme. In a letter to his place hole, they only say gol blame my soul,
In Belfast, Me., he describes the
Just to see this old ship roll, on bloody,
passage across the Bay of Bis- bloomln' Biscay. For four long days
cay in part thus:
we've stood the gaff, but not discour
"The Bay of Biscay's on the bum, aged, no, not half; we're getting used
Old Neptune be Is full of rum, and to Biscay's chaff, we'll soon be out of
we are sorry to have come Into the Biscay,
Bay of Biscay. The skipper at the
"The good old ship she isn't weak
clouds does stare; he Jumps around old Biscay cannot make her leak, or
and tears his hair, and says 'twould even make her timbers creak, she de
d old fies the Bay of Biscay. Our company
make an angel swear, this d
Bay of Biscay.
says the cap's a dear, as to the chan'
"Five passengers are with us here, nel we draw near, because from Bis
and they have given up, I fear, all cay he's won clear, a conqueror of Bis
they've eaten for a year to hungry, cay,

B

's

The Windy City Has a Heart After All

IA. People In this neck of
have no great love for Chicago. They're suspicious of the Windy
City and its Inhabitants. But a story
comes from there which seems likely
to Improve the local estimate of the
big city by the lake. Apparently Chicago has a heart, after all, and when
the heart of Chicago warms up to any
helpless creature, it goes about it
wholesale fashion.
Anyway, about daylight one Sunday
morning Edward Hurley, a broker, noticed a dejected figure huddled on a
bench In Washington park, and examination showed a wisp of a woman
and a baby so emaciated It could hardly cry. The woman had ten cents,
some moldy crackers and a half bottle
and other "unasslmllablo races."
of sour milk.
She told Mr. Hurley that her name
President Deschanel of France, who was Elizabeth Coy and that her
had put her on the train at Lyhas been seriously ill for some months,
has decided that he ought to retire, ons, la., with a ticket for Chicago, givsince he cannot attend to the public ing her 45 cents.
business. So he has placed his resigHer husband told hershe.saldtha.t,
nation In the hands of Premier
ho was "through with her," as he
and on September 25 the na would not have a "squawking kid"
tional assembly will convent to se- around, and that he had another wife.
lect his successor.
Mr. and Mrs. Hurley took the un- -

The national remedy of Holland for ever
300 yean; it Is an enemy of all paint re
ultlng from kidney, liver and uric add
troubles. All drugfiflls, three (Uee,

Look fee tk bubo Cold Mdal om orory

Pad Stomach
Sends Her to Bed
for 10 Months

'

ilsr

Estonio Cats

Up Í

"Over n rpnr neo." savs Mrs. Dora
Williams, "I took to bed and for 10
months did not think I would live.
Kftrnnle helned me bo much I am now
up and able to work. I recommend It
highly for stomach trouble."
Eatonlc helps people to get well by
hiktnir un and carri'lntt out the excess
acidity and gases that put the stomach
out of order. If you have indigestion,
sourness, heartburn, belching, food
or other stomach distress, take
an Eatonlc after each meal. Big bot
costs only a trifle with your druggist s
guarantee.
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Constipation
Can Be Quickly Overccr.3 by
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER FILLS.

Purely
le--act

vegetab-

sure

nuu Kcuur uu

CARTER
jt i

iiTTLn:,

IVEH

fortunate woman and baby into their lieve bilious A
PjjLJ-- p
home and the newspapers printed a iwi
u -au
brief account of the affair. By noon ache, dazi
Sunday visitors had sent in checks and nesa and Indigestion. They do their
had delivered in person, a total of
Small PCI Small Dose Small Prfct
for the woman and baby. AutoTUBERCULOSIS
mobiles were lined up for three blocks
po.ltlvely rellabl remedy In
each side of the Hurley residence. A remarkable, Tubereulosto
primarily; Stom-aoot
treatment
help
the unfortheir owners anxious to
Liver and Kidney disorders.tor Orterefl
Write
10, 1820
July
Jltsraa-turfo
public
tunates. One of the contributions was
Bmt Wine oí Tana Co..
$5, earned by a Japanese who worked
overtime to get It
Now a prominent family has given
the woman and her baby a permanent
,home, and., with their little capital,
which has now grown to about $2,000,
they will get along nicely.
All of which sounds good to Lyons,
h.

e.
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OBRE CON IS ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF MEXICO

SPAMSH-AMERICA- N

Published by

Gen. Ottregon was elected president of Mexico ut last Sunday's elecopaX)S3 AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
tion hdd in Mexico. He is oí
n
blood and lias liad a varied
FrankL. Schults Editor,
career. He is forty years old and is
"m, G. Johnson Associate Editor.
classed as a progressive, ambitious
Subscripting $ 2.00 Per Year
man and wH no doubt "bring hi peoKEGISTKKSM
AlIUUSTtT, 1914
ple to the forefront in industry and
- Entered as eeiBdlasa matter
trade rather than to have them disattha postoffice in Roy, New Mexico,
contented and warlike. Obregon said
he Trouid rather teach the use of the
toothbrush than to handle a rifle, and
would rather üee his people in school
than upon the battlefields.
Obrcj;on
has the right idea, and if he will onlv
TAV'omen who have beenactive in their long struggle
for equal carry out those ideas
he will be a
stiff raire are vomer c trim
great aid to that war-tor- n
country.
tor w the coming National. and State election. They rare

run

Irish-India-

AVOMEN JVIUST REGISTER

familiar
necessary
are
prelimm,
XI
mere are a great many women wno nave
gunrage campaign and are not fa4ivj- Mcr.u ai.Lne in
miliar with the election machinery and the facts necessary for
L"y
ivuie. mese snouia Dear in mina mat Having
me nauot it becomes a part of the duty of good citizen
Ship to use it. In order lo flo so r etrist rati nn in flvnncp nf iha olor
is necessary. Thp firm hnrkVa
onnn ha nnun
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,tion
v
hwuj will
twin
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is the ;duty of every voter to see that he or she is correctly regis-it
tered -in lho vntninr
"
.'..mUnk
nvor.ri.f in
4V..
m
til vj lite.
Iiavp ilpmnnstrato1
The earlv elections rmrl nrirrm'ps
- - tnuvu'HMlyV.U fV.of
I' llittl i,r
men, without regard to thdr former attitude toward suffrage,
are
taking an active interest In the different elections and are voting
iney nave none their own thinking and have voted their convictions, perhaps to ithe dismay of seasoned political
ii.n.i:ici.Liuu laws ana
n vi no 4 r
T.x
lu vwuug. xul

vun me aunes tnai
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It is yafe to assume as flection day approaches there
very few women who will r,ft wish in pvpiví
v.
It will be well to remember now that if you fail to register now
uutt juu y nave 10 mane out an amciavit and go through other
yi fiuiiniai ito ut'iure you can vote, uur advice is, get busy now and
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ONLY A SUGGESTION

SIX PAGES HOME PAINT

ANNOUNCEMENT

Tie Spanish-America- n
comes out
this week with six pages of home
print and two pages 'of patent print.
The Sisters of Sacred Heart Convent are prepared to take a
The change from four pages to. six
pages was necessitated by the tre- limited number of pupils for
instruction on piano, organ, violin
mendous amount of advertising recornet,
mandolin
or guitar.
ceived and the great amount of news
being run. The little supplement was
Rates as reasonable as consistent with present conditions.
found to be too much work and would
All music or material will be obtainable at the convent.
not hold all the news matter overflow
received. From now on the paper
Classes in plain sewing will also be organized.
will contain six full pages of home
print, and we want all the news we
For particulars apply at the convent on any day between 1
and
can get, but we must have it by Tues8 P. M.
day noon to insure publication. Remember, we want a correspondent in
every school district on the mesa.
Write us if you are in position to look
after the news matter of your

Tommy Noble was thrown from
a "horse and seriously
miured
Watch the Roy Trading Comnanv
Wednesday.
At this
writ Saturday
and Monday specials. It
ing he is much better.
will pay you.

J. E. Wildroan and wife write a
nice letter to the S-from Granby,
Mo. Thev made the trio thronp-- in
their Chevrolet o. k., but report
VJm
rough roads most all the way. J. E,
has not yet decided where he will locate, but will look around for a few
weeks before locating. No doubt he
will return to Roy like all the good
fellows do who leave our beautiful
will be little town. Mr. AVOdnian will keep
f osted on Roy doings through the

-

,

.

SPANISH-fttttmCAN-

A
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.

Mrs. P.L. Gunn visited friends
in Trinidad the latter part of last

Springer. Nv Mxico

MORA

ABSTRACT
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The Republican Party
WillW m mNewMexico
the peo pi a of this state are in sympathy with the rest of the
nation in refusing to accept the perils of the Wilson League
of Nations to which Governor Cox, democratic candidate
for President, stands committed.

BECAUSE
our

great producing industries, our farms, our livestock

ranches, our mines, require relief from disaster threatened
by democratic mistakes and see that relief in the sound domestic policies of Warren G. Harding.

BECAUSE
the Republican party in New Mexico is pledged to a program of wise, constructive legislation, stated in unequivocal
terms, which every citizen will recognize as just to all and
for the welfare of the state.

six-wee-

Office hours 9 A. M. 51'. M.

FOR SALE some pure blood
Cornish Indian Game and Black
Langshane Roosters S3, each or
will trade one for three pullets
Mrs. H.
same age, any kind.
A. Gray
tf
woman to do
1 general housework .Good wages
to the right party. Phone or see
Dr.
Plumlee at the hospital.
I
WANTED:---

A

clear-thinkin-

g,

BECAUSE
every candidate on the Republican state ticket is experienced
in the'public service he aspires to perform and has been
heretofore tried in that service and found worthy and effi- cient.

E

1
1
1

1

A Republican Victory Is a Personal Victory

1

for Every Man, Woman and Child in New

I

Mexico.
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Report of the condition of the

Roy Trust and Savings Bank

of ROY, New Mexico, at the close of business
SEPTEMBER 8th, 1J20
Serial No. 20

Resources
1

Loans mid Discounts,
Total Lo.'.ns

V23,
f.123

2

overdrafts,

3

U. S. Conds, owned, unpledged

4

(d)

securities other llian U.S. bonds,
und unpledged.
Furniture and' Fixtures
Real Estate, other than Banking r

Q

9

$32.42

Í

;?'2e00.00

'

.mrifd
$4..S51.00

m oy
Net am't due from
Reserve Banks
í14"-7'- 1'
'
12 Net amt. due from Ban-k,
other than included in i
linkers;
$'8-9vn,J
14 Checks on other local
.15 a Outside checks
t:
other cash item
507.40
b Fractional ci.
nickels and r r'
"its,
$7,614.03
$10G8
11

1

SiiOO.Ofl '

b

,

'

'k'

(Political Advertisement)

lfi

on,)
f'nin
wt'.ll KIIU

r.,
VUU

'"icy,

?G,47:.lu

Total,

21

22

$3y0,245.83

$50,000.0o
Capital Stock PaiiTfii
Surplus fund
$10.000,00
Undivided Proiits
$10,519.08
c
Leís current expenses, interest, and
taxes paid $3,203.f0
$7,315.48

Demand Deposits
27

Individual Deposits, subject to check
Total of demand deposits, $213,438.70

$213,438.70

Time Deposits,

Payable after 30 days or subject to SO days notice- 34 Certificates of deposit,
$09,491.65
39 Bills payable.including obligations
$0,000.G0
representing money borrowed
"
s;yo,2-i5Total,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
COUNTY OF MORA,

ss

We,H. B. Jone3, Pre3id3iit,& C. L. Justice, Cashier
of the above named Bank, do solemnly swear that the
above Statement is trua.to the best of our knowledge
and belief.
Signed:
H. B. Jones, President,
C. L.

Justice, Cashier,

FOR SALE, Because of sickness
I will sell or rent my farm, 9
miles east of Roy, well improv
ed, plenty of water, will sell on
buver's terms or rent for share
of the crop. Rocq Reeder, Roy

Director,
Justice, Director,
H. B. Joues Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before me th3 21st day of
Sept., A. D. 1920..

N. M.

(SEAL)

Correct Attest,
S. Floersheim,

C. L.

F. L.SCHULTZ,

Notary Public

My commission expires Oct. 2jth,l!)22.

a:res of deed

land, one and
three fourths miles north of Sol
ano. Write Mrs. Frank 119 Eme- erick St. SanAngelo, Texas. p4
Mexico

For Sale
I. H. C. Mogul
Tractor com
plete with
devise, and gas headlight.
This tractor has been completly
d
and is in 1st class
Gay lord bros.
condition.
French N. M. 04
12-2- 5

self-starte-

I

nun.

'

bujinrier

STATE BANK REPORT

20

FOR SALE One gtntla mare, suit'
able for child. Five red,
' tl
old pigs. John R. Nutter.

ed New

Merritt C. Mechem, Republican candidate for Governor, is
competent man who can be
a courageous,
to
upon
lead the legislature to the full perform- depended
ance of every party pledge.

I

APPLES, APPLES, APPLES. 2
cent per pound for wind fills and 4
cents per pound for hand picked. Ap
ples now ready for market at the old
Krieberg farm east of town. Write
U. S. Shirley, Springer, N. M.

FORSALE: 8)

BECAUSE
I

niiiiiiiiiiiiiuj

Dr. L. A. Avery. Dentist
s Now located in Dr. Plumlee's
I Hospital. Consultation free

BECAUSE

I

vi.ijf
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Abstracts of all lands in Mora

proS

11

Mr. and Mrs. Fuller of Mosnnr.
weie trading with Roy merchants .W.

COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

t

thufMeof
Ir.

For Dates write or phone at my expense

week.

-

JfS

"THE AUCTIONEER"
Liv Stock and Farm Sales My Specialty

.

In practw.iUy all farm homes and in most town
homes
is no place provided for hnnrllino- th
íneie
w"uwo iiiuiieis ui Lfip nomo A.T. Carter one of Kepharts
and as a ride they are not looked after
efficiently
or promptly but busy farmers was in Roy Wednes
Philip Sanchez, Secretary
.
cared for in a Vi&nKQ7n-- i
day
big
hauled
home
and
load
a
alfover
ink
This should not bein all homeVsom? or of provisions.
or
be provided for this work. A
letter file
should be provided for filing letters, bills
and receipts
I.C. Dodds has been attending
con'espondence untU it is
KJSVf h is una"swe
to business matters in SantaFe
these are trifling things
be easilv this week
secured, but hey mean much in time when you that
are in
receipt, a valuable paper or letter that you cannot
find a7whích
has been laid away in some forgotten place. They
Don't forgef the Mills Chatau- Rate 5c per line each inser
will assist you
n the efficient handling of the
4,5,
1,2,3,
Mills
October
qua
6th.at
tion.
Six ordinary words
business of the farm and home and
the saving of much time and money each year
A good program will be rendered
line.
a
mike
besides greatly de- evening
Cff0rt
each
V,07, lhC Wrk- K P0SSÍble' a
added to the6
help materially and carbon
just about wind Insure your "Calves" against
o an busmess letters
will often save disputes that arise
iraní This week willthreshing
on the black leg, by using "PURITY
Up the wheat
h-aoffice in your home.3 It
?J' bLa"
,
'mesa, and bean threshing will GEHM FREE VACCINE"
ii urc iJiij run.
20 cents per dose
start in a week or so
Mickey Floersheim Agent.
fot-v,;,.,

A.H.Gerard

Estray: Bay pony brand bar cc on
hip i?5.00 reward notify V. Noble

S--

Roy Day brot in a load of app
les from the Springer orchards
the first of the week. The apples
were dandies and sold readily at
4 and 5 cents a pound.

Sisters of St. Dominic, Roy, N. M.

r,

self-steeri-

over-haule-

THE VACCINE THAT MADE KAN
SAS FAMOUS
Made by
The U. S. Blackleg Serum Co.
For Sale By
ROBERTS & OLVER
Roy, N. M.
"
Why Pay More?
20c per dose
FOR SALE
Child's bed and mattress; coal oil
stove and oven, also five dining room
chairs. Cash only. Call cr sea Ray.
mond Pendletcn.

FAIRVIEW
Perfumes and paint for knave or saint-- no alcohol or dope,
Here is the place to fix your face with creams or toilet soap.
s
Assemble here for
cheer, our soft drinks leave no scars,
Real icecream, a '"Cold cone dream", with candy and cigars.
Most every kind of DRUGS, you'll find within this modren shop,
Assiátance quick! So if you're sick, this is the place to stop.
Call or phone, we give you tone and tonic sjmething great.
high-clas-

You always win, when you drop in, for here we're

RIGHT HERE
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
M. D. GIBUS,

Proprietor
Roy, N. M.

e.

me

the

niífTfíiTíiii

Third street fri front of thi fcchool
building htA been fenced off and
made int k playground for the school
children It will not only make them
a dandy playground, but will add
much to the safety of the chiMren.

The Fnimgi-- Elevator Co. begá
reeeiviíifl! grain last wéek. Although
the NVa.'tor is not yet completed, it
wtfí be ready within a few days. At
presaht grain is being unloaded in
cars direct. Wolcott Russell is buyer

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

s

Department of the Interior Ü. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Aug. 18th 1920
NOTICE is hereby given
William F.Smith, of Roy, Mora Go.,
New Mexico, who, on September,
22nd, 1919, made Homestead Kiitvy, No.
020870, for Wl NEJ, Sect! cm 26, Twp.
20 N, IUrfge 25 E, N.M.r.M.,has filed
notice Of intention to intik Final Three
Yeara, Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before
F, II. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at
hi", office at Roy, N. M., on the 13t
viay of October 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
II.E.Staflford, W.E.Baker, Harry
Welch and James H.Sansbury, ell of
Roy ,Netf Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE. Register.

tht

MAKlStt - fcWilWWH.

for the company.

A BAD HABIT
of late we have noticed a
number of small bays hopping train
as they were switching in the local
yards. This Ss a practice that must
be stopped, and we doubt much if the
parents of the boys knotf that they

ISOI.AT. are practicing this dangerous stunt.
Only last weftk one little fellow narrowly escaped being seriously injurI)'pnrlm-D- t
Interior
of
ed. Every parent hould warn their
"C" of
Authorbes bale.
U. a Lund Office rt Clayton, N. Méx., children of the dangerous nature of
July 28, li20.
this practice and see that it is stopNOTICE Is hereby given that, as
by lite Comi8sloner of the Gen ped. iMany a mi.n is goingjiround toof
provision;
office,
Land
wider
eral
Sec. 24i,5, lí. S., ptfrsuant to the miltos-Ho- n day 'on a woortún leg, or is filling an
oí James A. Mcintosh, David, Nvw
Mex'fi.: erial No. 02(1842. we will ofter unknown grave, simply because h
at public sale, 'to the highest bidder,, st&rted this íhabit when but a kid
but at not lesc than 4.00 per ircre, Oc- t
1') o'clock A. M., on the 7th day xif
tober, 1020, nvt, at this office- - lie following tract 'Of land; NW't SWÜ Bec.j
N. M. l M.
3, T. 17 N., it. 30 E
There ii no argument agaitut the
The sale will not be kept ppen, but
It is tha most
will lie Jleolnred closed when those pres- OVERLAND FOUR.
ent Rt the hour named have reused bid- economical car in America.
Busey
ding. Tho person maklnif the highest
bid will be required to immediately pay sell. yob one.
to the
the amount thereof.
Any .persons claiming
lvcrselv the
al"ivt described land are alvlsed to file
on
objections,
or before
thdirdulms, or
Floersheim's have your
the time designated for sale.
U
THOMAS E. OW'3N,
order for bushel baskets of

NtIICE FOR PIUMOATIOV
KU 'I II ACT

PUBLIC LAND SALE

Yes, we will oil be at the II. H.
Mayberry sale ftext Wednesday, Sept.

--

29tl.
NOTICE FOR SEALED BIDS
NéHr ii hereby given that tlife Villaje Clerk of the Village of Roy,

NW Mexico, will accept fcidi for
foiir cement crosiingi and "two
culvert up to Monday evening,
September 27th, at 8 p. hi. Plam
and specifications are now on file at
the office of the Village Clerk at
Roy, New Mexico. The Village Board
IHBI.ICATIOX
FOR
NOTICE
reserves the right to reject any and
vl the Interior
u. s. Land Ciifice at Clayton,ü,N. T.t., all bids.
'JV2U.
AUK.
FRED S. BROWN, Mayor.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Abran
F. L. SC1IULTZ, Village Clerk.
Casados, of Gallegos, N. M., who, on
June 4, 1Ü18, made Additional Homestead Entry, No. 02Ü0H3, for EV4 of
.

.Section li), Township 17 N., Range 32
K., N. M. 1'. Meridian, has filed notlco
of intention to make Final Three Year
l'roof to esablish claim to the land
Hhove described, liefer A. A. Wynne,
H. Commissioner,'
IT.
at liis office in
Mosquero, N. M on Oct. 18, 11)20.
Claimant names as witnesses:
AuKUStin Martinez, of Mo.so.uero, N.
M., rabio l'aiz, Eseiiuioi EeyLia,
Casados, all f Calleaos, N. iM.
I'AZ VALVHUUIJ,
Kegislor.

Íl

'

Hscelvov.

lcs,

n

of Gallónos, N.

M.,

prfU-ticall-

V

who, on

June 11, i 18, made Additional Homestead Entry, No. OZÍ7I0. for Lots 1, 2,
NW'i, XK',i 8V',i and
3 and 4; K
1

NW'4 SE'.i Section 31, Township 17 N.,
llmifre SI I'l. N. M. 1'. Meridian, has filed
notice f intention to make Final Three
the
Tear l'roof, to establish claim to
land abov:.' described, before A. of-A.
Wvnne, l S. Commissioner, at his
fice in Mosquero, N. iI., on Oct. 1, liCO.
Claimant names as witnesses:
V. A. llamby, John 11.
11. H. Hnnibv,
"Wallace, all of Gallesos, X. M., and J.
N. Jl.
Ji. ilclntOKh of iJiivuI, YALVI'inpiv,
I'AZ
J lea later.

above-describe-

Tifr-r-

bc-t--

y-i-

(iTici; FOR I'CIIMCATIOV
lNTKKIOK
DEI'AtmiKNT OF THEClayton,
N. M.
U. ti. Land Oil ice at
August 11,
NOTICE is hereby niven that Jose
Ipniiclo (lareln, of Mosquero, N. M., who,
on June S, 1S17, made Homestead Entry,
I'J-'-

2 and 3 and SE'4
nd NKtt SWli. Section 3, Township 17 X.. Range 2! E., N. M. I'. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the landIT.above describí,
S. Commissionbefore A. A. Wynne,
er, at his office in .Mosquero, N. M., on
the 2th day of October, 1020.
Claimant names as witnesses: omero,
Jose Inez VIrII, Juan Isidro
Roman l'erea, Tiofilo (Jarcia all of loe- -

.No. 025055, for Lots
.NUM.,

1

'im

X-

NWii
NKi NK'i, B4 ttKH, Kee.
SUV

)

-

NVV4,

NKÍ4

BW!4.

SbV4,

?.

18
VK'i NIOVi, Section 1 Township
Meridian, has
itanVe ss F... N. U.
nolle" uescrirjfca,--weioi- to make Fir.;;)
.. .filed
íinií aoove ''.intention
.to
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his auil
t Hoy, N. M., on the 8th day of
October, 1Í120.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Zacarías Kbtll, Julian Sandoval, R.
J. II. Hoy, Leandro Archuleta, all of
4,

ecia is
We areTjíferirigto the trada

.

32.-J-

at thefollowicg prices:
1--

2

1--

4

gal. jars
gal. jars

$1.20 per dozen
$1.03 per dozeat

Fafrrick tires re not
Strong enough for

I'AZ VALVE ItDK,

Itegister.

NOTIi'H Kim I'l'IH.ICATION
DEl'AHTSIKNT OF THE 1NTKKIOR
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
August 11, 1Ü20.
NOTICE is hereby piven thnt Elaut-eri- a
O. Vigil, of Bueyeros, N. M., who,
on Julv 7th, 1Ü13, made Homestead
for BE H
Entry, No. 0IÉ653,
E'A
SU'1;,, Sec. 1 y and NEU NWV4, Section
21
N., liante 31 E., N. M.
Township
I'. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Tiine Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Kciiis'ir and Receiver
Vnited Stales Land Office, at Clayton,
New Sltxico, on the 7th day of October,

trucks.

We are also overstocked on Health Club

iBuy "SILVERTOWN"

Baking Powder and in order to reduce our
stock we offer you these special prices;;

cords at
LIBERTY GARAGE
itfcest in the long run.)

NV,

1920.

Claimant names as witnesses:
George Garcia, .1. F. Garcia, both of
Clavton, N. SI., Guadlupe Mondragon,
Candelario Vigil, both of Bueyeros, N.
W"
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

N'OTICF. FOR pmi.lCATIOW
DEI'AltTSiENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
August 11, 192.
NOTICF is herebyKiventhatCesaria
Vigil, of Slos'quero, N. M., who on April
18, 1S17, made Homestead Application,
No. 024)i:t, for Lot 1, Sec. 4, T. 17 N.,
R.
E SE
BEÍ4. Sec. 33, SVi SWÍ4,
Sec. 34. Township 18 N., Range 29 E..
M
N.
T. Slcridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three Year
l'roof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before W. H. Wlllcox,
IT.
at his office at
S. Commissioner,
Rov, N. M, on the 6th day of October,
1920.
Claimant names as witnesses: IgnaJose Garda, Moisés Vialpando,
cio Garcia. Francisco Garcia, all of

15 oz H. C. Baking Powder 15c value 121c

25 '

25c

80'

80c

50c

50'

VALyERDE,

Register.

40c
65c

"WATCH THIS SPACE FOR SPECIALS'

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
August 11, 1920.
Jose C.
NOTICE is hereby given that Mexico,
Maestas, of Rot, Mora Co., Kew
Home1914,
made
17th,
who, on AuKUst
for Í3EÍ4, 25 n
stead Entry. No.
Range
N.,
21
31, Township
N. SI. 1'. Meridian, has filed notice of
iear
intention to make Flnl Three
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. poster,
V. S. Commissioner, at his office aft Roy,
N. M., on the 11th dar of October,

!ílí,

bec-tio-

t

names as witnesses:

Trinidad MeUrath, Joan Jose TruHIo.
Otto Lohstroh, Adolfo liontoya, all I
oy, N. M.
VALVBnDEi
Register.
KOTICK FOR PVBI.ICATION
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
V. Ü. Land Officer at
!
AuR-..
NOTICE is hereby B!v? th: '
C. Anderson, of Gallcgca. N. ? . "'
' "t!.,
ste;(!
25, 1917, made ilou.
No. 025164, for NE',4 and SE1,, of
tion SO. Twp. 7 N.. llnnjtfc- S
M. P. Meridian, bas filed i otite of Ii
eai
Three
tentlon to make Finul
Proof, to establish claim to the land
U.
above described, before A. A. Wynne,
B. Commissioner,
at his offlte in Mosquero, N. M on the Uth day of Octo-beC:-t-

n.

-

I-

-

i,

r,

1920.

witnesses:
Claimant names-aWilliam A. Rockwell, Jo A. Keiser,
H. Anderson,
Joseph
James M. Keiser.
all of Gallegos, N, M,
PAZ VALVERDE.
s

.

FORD TRUCK OWNERS

Buy Goodrich Silveitown
Cord tires for your truck.
We have them.
LIBERTY GARAGE

I

Clayton, New.Mex.
and Fedand

R. P. SHAYA
COMPANY
ROY

Foster Block

tractor
plows, tandom disc harrows, FairDeep Well
banks Morse,
Pumps; Self Oiling Windmills; Well
Casing; Winona Farm Wagons, Beds:
Cream Cans, Iowa Cream Sparators;
Galvinized Boiler Tubs and Pails; We
can save you money on Auto and trac"Z-typ- e"

tor Oils

TIN SHOP!
Baum Bro's Roy, N, M

eral Courts
U, S. Land Office

I. C. DODDS

0

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.r
August 23, 1920S
Authorized S"ale.
"C" of
NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of J, I. Mcintosh, David N.
Méx., Serial No.)26834,
Have th satisfied feeling of know we will offer at public sale, to the
ing that you ride in the best small car highest bidder, but at not le3S than
made. The OVERLAND FOUR is a $i.7o per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
on the 14th day of October 1920,
reality. Busey Mill show you.
next, at this office, the iollowinc;
N Ii NEJ Sec. 26, T.17
ITHF. IIIWRK'T COI HT, FOI HTH tract
.n ijh'ai, iiTiticr, rorvrv of N, R 30 K. N.M.l'.M.
SIOH. STA'I'.K OF MOW MEXICO.
)
The sale will not be kept open, but
J. K. Jameson, l'luintiff
) rio. 2642. will be
vs.
declared closed when those
Eugene J. H. Koy and Edith )
present at the hour named have ceasK. lioy, his wife, defend- - )
ed bidding. The person making the
)
aniij.
highest bid will be required to immeNotice of MurticsKre Sale
diately pay to the Receiver the
Nfltlce is hereby piven that in Cause amount thereof.
No. 2(142 on the Civil Docket of the
Any persons claiming adversely the
Dial riot Court of Mora County in the
Stater of New Mexico, wherein J. It.
d
land are advised to
Jameson is the Plaintiff, and Kucne file their claims, or objections, on or
.1. i I. Kov and Edith K. Hoy. his wife,
are the Defendants, which is a suit for before the time designated for sale.
the foreclosure ot a certain moritf.ifre
PAZ VALVERDE,
upon the lands and premises h j!'i:n-aftRegister,
described, and in which said ca..se
and Judgment was render-imfinal tleo.-oon the 2Uth dav of June. A. I). 11)20,
XOTICK for pi umcattotv
OK THE INTERIOR
is said county in favor of the Plaintiff
un tol nw:
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
For the sum of One Thousand Nine
August 11. 1920.
and
Hundred and Kichty-on- e
NOTICE is hereby given that Donaido
íl,i)S1.08) Dollars, together with inQuintana, of Sablnoso, N. M., who, on
terest thereon at the rate of ten per January 17, lOlti, made Iiomeflfcvfr
per annum from the 17th day of Entry, Serial No. 021515, for SW'-March, A. I). 1020 until paid; and for SVi4. See. 30; W',4 NWÍ4, W hi SWÍ4,
d'lie costs of this suit, including costs SE14 SWÍ4 and W
SUM, Section SI,
and expenses of this sale.
Township 17 It'., Rango 2f E., N. M. P.
The amount of said Judgment with Meridian, has filed notice- of li tention
to make Three Vtar l'roof. to establish
interest (exclusive of costs and the fli-ito the lend above deserib.-dexpenses of this sale) as provided for
F. If. Kosttr, lT. S. Commissioner,
in said decree on the 6U1 day of October, A. I). 1920, the date of the sale at Roy, N. JL, cii the 11' I h d;iy of OctoTwo ber, l')20.
hereinafter mentioned, is
($2,-7- 1
Claimant names a witnesses:
and
Thousand Seventy-on- e
Cipr'ano I. lijan, Viser.to t
S3) Dollars.
Baca.
The mnóer.siund was hy virtus of Juan .loso Zamora. Bonifacio Lobato, all
U. S.

;

above-describe-

e

J

08-1-

i

'2

.

re

83-1-

--

said decree appointed Special Master to of Sabiroso, N. M.
I'AZ VALVERDE,
sell the following described property
Jo pay the above mentioned sum,
Rebrh;ter.

The NKl4 cf the X&tt of Pec. 28; the
NOTICE FOll I'l I1MCATIOV
SW4 and the 8K!4 of the DEPARTMENT OF T1II0 INTERIOR
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
ffWH. and the KB Vi of Sac. 21, all in
Township 21, North of KunRe 2, Kast
August 11, 1Ü20.
of the New Mexico Principal Meridian,
NOTICE Is hereby nivcn that Jampi
M. Keiser, of Galleaos, N. M
in Mora County, New Mexico.
who, 011
Together with all and singular the December II, 1W0, made Homestead
lands, tenements,
hereditaments and Entry. No. 023417; for N'fc, Section 2!i,
appurtenances thereunto belongii.;;- 01 Township 17 N., Ranse 32 E., N. M. V.
in any wise appertaining:, and tile re- Sleridlan, has filed notice of intention
version and reversions, remainder and to make
Three Year Proof, to
remainders, rents, issues and profit? ertabhsh cl:iiin to tiio laud above desthereof, or so much thereof as may be cribed, before A. A. Wynne, E. S. Comsufficient to realize the amount eo due missioner, ct liis office in Mos, mero, N.
to the said Plaintiff
lieninabove
on ti'e 8 '.h dny of Ciouer,' Isüd.
stated, including: the
diubursd
Claimant names as witnesses:
men is and commissions of sale herein
William A. Rockwell, Joseph IT. Anmentioned.
derson, Eewie C. Anderson. Taylor B.
Smith, all of Galleaos, N. M.
NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned
PAZ VALVERDE,
win. on trie Btn dav or October. A. u.
1920. at the front door of the office of
Register.
the Bank of Roy, in the Town of Key,
county or Mora and state or New Mex
ico, at the hour of ten o'clock in the
forenoon of said day, offer for sale and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
sell the above described real ostate end
premises to pay and discharge said
Judgment and all costs of said suit, and Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
such costs as have actually accrued
and to accrue, to the highest and best
Aug.lSth, 1920
bidder ror casn.
The terms and conditions of this sale
is hereby that George W.
Notice
are: The purchase price of said sale
Uiiherd, of Mills, Mora County. N.M.
snau be paid in casn.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand and seal tills who, on Octiber, 26th, 1915, made
2nd day of September, A. D. 10J0.
Homestead Kntry, No. 021075, for N VV
R. H. BEXTI.'JV.
- SVVi, SWi-NSection 3,'i, Twp.
Special Master,
22 N..K.25 E, N.MVP.M., has filed notice of intention to make Final Three
NVi of the

,

M-- .

.

.

t-

Whelan & Palmer, General Blacksmith
Lawyers
and
Practice in State

Oliver, Emerson, Sanders

1VOTICK FOR PI m.ICATIOX

Thomas A. Whelsn
Eugene Palmer

20c

Mos-quer-

N. M.

o-

tle j,

thay last
Mason Jars

M.liilé

our eriiire stock 'of Self Seali

ci-íi-

Koy, N. SI.

Aug. 26, 1920.
NOTíTF. M X erhy viven that F.nrl
.of iriil ecos. New Mex
ico, who mi 'fi't. 2, UK, made Orltrlnal
Homcteii.fl Wtpry. Kj. 02Ü20C, and on
tone 11. J 1S. made A Iditional Home
stead liT.try, "No. 0 2 t t 7 for W'Vi of
IS, Town
Section IS antl H'íí Of,
N. M. P. Merid
Ranee
nhin 17
Inn. ha 'r'Uetl jtotioe nit intention to
mnlcn KlUU 1m ee
tf i tool 10 esta
to tVe darlo nove described.
lish e
wynnc,
j fc.ioi
commission
i
er. at his 01 flee in Moaquero, N. JI., on
Octoher H.. 19DÜ.
as wrtnesses:
Claimant
Augustin 5Iicrf inoz, 1 Mosquero. N.
Al.: A'nran Cawuios, Pa.Ldo I'aiz, Ese
quiel Leybt, ;all .of OalleKos. N. JI.
VX2 TALVEP.DE,
Reeister,

niiitii

Register.

I'l IIMCYTIOV
XOTlfK Vi
DKl'AKTMKNT OF TH1C lXTKltlORM.
U. tí. Land Office at Clayton, N.
AiiRiist 11, mo.
NOTICE is herchv piven that Manuel
Archuleta, of Hoy, .Mera Co., New Mexico, who on September 10th, 1!U8. made
Addl. Homestead Entry, No. '0242a6. for

-

K-?-

I'AZ VALVERDE.

(advertisement)

I.C.Dodds the local undertaker
Peaches at $5.55. You cant received a fine line of caskets
bat. it.
ast week and is looking for anoth
shipment from Chicago next
A new honre
week. He has rented the back
Electric
end of Foster's and will use this
An automobile of 'qttality.
for a display room.

U--

L. Keirsey.

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Public Land Sale

FOR PrilI.lCATIftX
Deiinrlment of tb Interior
at Clayton, N. Méx.,
NOTICE TOR I'lIHiCATIOX
Sept.
TRACT
given that. George
hereby
NOTICE
is
BALE
PUBLIC LAND
who,
VlHnla, of Hueyeros,
on September 7, 1H15, made Homestead
Itoparttnmt (if the Interior
SE'A,
No. 020825, for .S
Application,
authorizes sale.
"C" of
NE14,
SI0V4 SWVi, Sec. 6.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Men. Section 7, Lot 7, Section B and Lot 1,
Why not talk to Busey aboul them?
July 28. 192.
N'E'i NW.i, Section 7, Township 21 N..
diNOTICE Is hereby Riven that, asUen-ermost beautiful spot in the
The
M.
filed
n,
has
N.
31
E.,
Merhltt'
1.
KafiKe
rected hv the Commissioner of the
of intention to make Final Three vc rid is yoor home. Let Busey show
Lain! office, under provisions o rotice
to
the
claim
establish
Year Proof, to
It. S,, iursunnf to the anplleit-liuSec 2
laud ahove ilesorilit il. tn'ture the Kei- - yc.u how 5t Jooks with electr c lights.
of Lillian E. Mcintosh, Mosquero,
unil JU'Celver, United States Lund!
will
we
No.
020771.
Xcw Mexico, Serial
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The Republican friends of &
Harrison, who live in the vi"
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candidacy for nomination on the
Republican ticket for County Com
missoiner for the third district
of Mora County.
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Announcement

Every teacher of Mora county who
has ambition and energy enough can
':.r:y on work towards a better certificate on a higher "dejtez' while
she is teaching this year. The normal schools of New Mexico offer Any
number of "correspondence" courses
covering the same subject matter that
might be taken in their classes. Outlines are provided, books suggested,
questions furnished and corrected
when answers have been sent in, and
evory attempt made to give the same
quality of instruction received by
those in attendance upon the classes
of the normal schools. Any teacher
interested in going ahead in her professional advancement while teaching
this tyear is invited to send for a free
bulletin of the State Normal School
Study". Address
011 "Correspondence
Kew Mexico State Normal School,
Silver City, New Mexico.
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Machine Work,
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

J. D. Wade,

and
Undertaker
Embalmer

PropV

Wl,

Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
land aliov

described,

before

U.S Commissioner,

F.H.Fos-ie- r,

at

his offi e
at Roy New Mex. on the 12th day of
October 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ed Bartmess, Charles Case.Grover
Till, all of Mils, New Mex. and Chas.
"Veaiherill, of Rov, New Mex.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
NOTICE

OF PENDENCY OF ACTION
To all unknown claimants of interdrive
wife
daughter
or
can
xYour
ests in the premises adverse to the
an OVERtAND FOUR with le.. exer-tio- n plaintiff (premises being the land and
and more safety than any car real estate hereinafter described and
ROY, NEW MEXICO
built. Make arrangement! to buy one described in the complaint), defendants:
Office in Foster Block
from Buey.
You and each of vou are herehv
notified that a suit has been com
menced and is now pending against
you in the District Court of the
Fourth Judicial District of the State
We are prepared to meet your requirements in any building of New Mexico within and for the
County of Mora, No. 2739 on the Civil
line, Frame, Brick, Adobe or Concrete. Our only reccommenda-tion- s Docket of said Court, wherein Webb-Kidis plaintiff and you are the deis our satisfied customers.
fendants; that the general objects of
said action are to quiet title in the
name of the plaintiff to the land and
premises situated in the counties of
Mora and San Miguel, and State of
Fhone 28-- 3
New Mexico, described in the complaint as follows,
NW
of SW14, and SM of the
SW
of Section 6, the NW4 of the
NW& of Section 8, all in Township
18 North, Range 25 East; the SEM
of the NW
and the NEÍ4 of the
SWU and the S
of the SWM of
Section 13, the N of the NW
of
Section 24; the E
of the NEÍ4 of
Section 23, all in Township 18 North,
Rangre 24 East, N. M. P. M.
Dealers, in all kinds of Fngh and Cured Meats
That unless you enter or cause e
entered your appearance in said
action on or before the 4th day of
We solicit a portio" of your patronage
October, 1920, judgment will be rend-ere- d
in said cause against you by default. Plaintiff's attorney is Chas.
W. G. Ward, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
FOSTER BLOCK
ROY
FABIAN CHAVEZ.
Clerk of the District Court,
By LUIS PACHECO, Deputy.
(Official Seal.)

Ray B. Carr, Roy, N. M.
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

I SUFFERED

lie Man Nobody Knew

THREE YEARS
Finally was Restored to
Health by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
Lowell, Mass. "I was all run down and
had an awful pain In my right side, was

By HOLWORTHY HALL
(Copyright by Dodd, Mead ft Co.. Inc.)

"LET 'EM MAKE ME LOOK LIKE THAT!"
Everyone knows about the Legion Etrangere the
famous Foreign Legion of the French army. Well, Richard Morgan of Syracuse, N, Y., enlisted in the Foreign
Leg'an in the great war under the name of Henry Hilliard.
So you can guess that the hero was not in love with himself or with life. The Hun sent him to the hospital with
a wounded knee and arm and a face pretty much shot
away with shrapnel. The surgeons fixed up his knee and
his arm. When they proposed to restore his features, he
lied and said he had no photograph of himself. And in his
rage against life he caught up a picture postcard bearing
the radiant face of Christ and cried:
"Let 'em make me look like that! Or anything elser
either I don't give a d n!"
The French surgeons were interested and did a good
job. And presently "The Man Nobody Knew" is back in
Syracuse, telling of the death of Dick Morgan and selling
mining stock and falling deeper in love with Carol Durant,
the "only girl" of his old life who had refused to marry
Dick Morgan, the failure.
Complications! Well, rather especially when the
mining stock apparently turns out to be worthless and the
only man in the world who knows Hilliard's secret dies of
apoplexy and the hero finds out that the heroine did love
Dick Morgan. And Holworthy Hall handles these complications and these real, human characters and this American community in the masterly way that makes him read
from one end of the country to the other these days.
Good reading!
CHAPTER

I.

In the beginning of things, he was
merely a number; but even that was
creditable, because his uumber was
low enough to signify that he had responded pretty promptly to the rallying calL After that, and with the
cataclysmic suddenness which marked
all changes of military status on the
western front, he became, one frosty
morning, a Case, and got himself
roughly classified (and tenderly handled) as a Stretcher Case, a Grand
Blesse, ami, In consequence, a proper
temporary Inmate of a field hospital
on the Belgian plains.
There, he wag unofficially known as

Joyeaux, or Joyous One; not because
he displayed a very buoyant disposition far from It ! but because he belonged to the Foreign legion; and in
the course of another day or two he
as an Evacué,
was routine-tickete- d
and provided with a lukewarm
bottle and a couple of
cigarettes to console him on
the road to the base hospital at Neo-Illhot-wat- er

At Neullly he became, for the first
time since his enlistment, an Individual, and at the very outset he was distinguished by certain qualities which
had passed unnoticed In the frying pan
and fire of the trenches. For one
thing, he was obviously Immune to
kindness ; and for another, he was apparently Immune to hope. He was a
man of Inveterate silence; not the
grim silence of fortitude in suffering
(which Is altogether too common a vir-

tue

In

base hospitals to earn any

es-

pecial merit), but rather the dogged
reticence of black moods and chronic
bitterness. To be sure, speech was
physically difficult to him, but other
men with similar misfortunes spoke
blessings with their eyes, and gave
back gratitude In voiceless murmurs.
Not so the Joyous One. From the day
of his arrival he demanded nothing,
desired nothing, but to brood sullenly
aloof; and so, when he became an Individual, he also became a mystery to
the nursing staff. It was rumored that
he was an Implacable woman hater,
and there seemed to be something In

It

Regardless of the care of the American nurses (all hoveringly attentive
to one of their own nation who had
fought for France), his spirit remained
abysmal and clouded In gloom. Only
twice, In the initial month of his confinement, did he betray the weakness
of an ordinary emotion ; on each occageneral had come to
d
sion a
salute, In the name of the republic, one
of the Individual's neighbors, and to
deliver a bit of bronze which dangled
from a ribbon striped red and green.
It was said (and doubted by those who
gold-lace-

hadn't seen it) that at these ceremonies the Individual had grown feverish, and let tears come to his eyes, but
subsequently he had relapsed Into
still greater depths of stoicism than
was innobefore; his own
cent of cross or medal, and his depression was apparent, and acute. The
nurses, arguing that perhaps his pride
was wounded as seriously as his flesh,
offered quick condolence and got them-selvrebuffed with shrugs of the Individual's shoulders, and Inarticulate
sounds which had all the earmarks of
annnressed profanity, lie didn't even
aoften when Fierre Dutout, a hard-hi- t
territorial in the next bed, squandered
a day's supply of energy to lean across
and whisper sympathetically to him:
"Old man . . . Vleux especa de choux-crouI know bow It Is . . .
and I haven't got an friends either.
bed-jack-

...

te

he burst out: "Well, there's nothing
to prevent . . . Then they could make
me not look like It, if they wanted to I
, . 'JC
Isn't that so7"
She regarded hlra In vast perplexity,
and thought of summoning a surgeon,
for the man had begun to quiver as
though from shell shock Which he

hadn't undergone.
"Why, I don't understand .what you
mean," she said soothingly.
"But if
you'll Just be calm and "
The Individual gestured wita fierce
Impatience.

"If they can do what you say, and
make me look like any old thing they
choose to, then what in the devil are
they asking for a photograph for?"
"Why, to go by," she said helplessly.
"You want to look like your old self,
don't you?"
"No, I don't I"
The nurse gasped. His tone had been
churlish, but the echo of It vaguely
suggested triumph and relief.
His
symptoms had subsided . . . could
it be that he actually was relieved?
Dumfounded, she made another effort
to convince him.
'But you want to look just as near
ly
"Don't you suppose I know what I
want?" he Interrupted rudely.
'But haven't you a photograph, any
way, that I
"No, I haven'tl" he snapped.
"I
haven't" It was a He; the passport
photograph was In the lining of a certain wallet and he bad hid It there
for reasons of his own. But now that
one great danger was definitely past
and a still further bulwark of protec
tion offered, fit the nurse spoke truth,
the Individual could afford to come
out from ambush. "And I don't want
I want you to take my Croix de to look the way I did before, and
what's more I never did I But if your
Guerre. . . . When I go nowhere."
they
Even when speech returned to the doctors are half as smart as
look
Individual he was a man of curt re- think they are let 'em make me
like thatl Or anything else either
sponses and stinging monosyllables
n!"
a problem to the surgeons, a problem I don't give a d
Shocked and horrified, she was gaz
to the nurses and (If the expression In
his eyes meant anything), an over- ing at a picture postcard he had
whelming problem to himself. It ap- snatched from under his pillow and
peared that, after all, it wasn't simply thrust upon her. It was a reproducwomen that he hated It was the uni- tion of a religious painting by Rembrandt It was the radiant face of the
verse.
His military book Implied that he
had no parents, no close relations, no
friends to notify, no fixed abode. He
received no visitors, no letters, no
packages freighted with magical delight But to those who pitied him In
all his loneliness he was utterly contemptuous ; he even went so far as to
fillip sidelong to the floor a religious
post card tendered him by a devout
and he did
and sentimental passer-by- ,
it In her presence, unashamed. Later,
when a smiling orderly picked up that
post card and tucked It under his pillow be was no less contemptuous in
permitting It to remain. But the one
stupendous fact which, more than all
else combined, made him an object of
bewildered curiosity was this that of
the score and scores of men with
who were reborn at Neu
llly that spring and summer, he was
the only one who had never asked for
a mirror.
This, of Itself, wouldn't have been
astonishing as long as he delayed In
the preliminary stages of recovery, for
now and then a man with
proves to be
but in
the second stage it was remarkable,
and In the third stage it was unique.
The staff held It to be extraordinary
from a social as well as from a path'
ologlcal viewpoint, that a man so terribly disfigured should have no Interestnot even a morbid interest In
his own appearance. And It wasn't
that the Individual was simply Indif
ferent to the mirror; on the contrary,
bis aversion to it was active and ener
getic; he flinched, and motioned It
frantically away as though the mere
conception of seeing himself as others
saw him was too repellent, and too
unthinkable to endure.
There came a day In April when a
was requested of him,
photograph
Surely he knew where there was a
likeness of himself, didn't he? His
old passport photograph, which had
mysteriously disappeared, or
The Individual glanced up from his
present task; the wound in his arm
was still annoying and he was absorbed In learning to write with his
left hand.
"What for?" he muttered.
"Why," said the nurse, cheerfully,
"for a model. To help the surgeons.
They'll take your picture for a guide
and make you look almost exactly the
head-woun-

like"

can"

Christ

CHAPTER

II.

.
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Nine o'clock on a night In June not
on vel1 June evening, heavy-starre- d
vet, but a furious June night, with
Stygian blackness looping overhead,
and Stygian water battering and boiling against the hull plates. The ship
was dark as the night itself; blind
dark, without a single ray to play the
traitor. On deck a solitary venturer
hugged the rail, and apathetically
watched the waves tear past
Out of the warmth and cheer and
the vitiated atmosphere of the smoking room came Martin Harmon, big,
A heaving lift of
florid, exuberant
the deck sent him lurching sldewlse;
he saved hla balance by struggling

head-woun-

..."

...

llii
"Let Them Make

Me Look Like

That"

toward the rail, when suddenly the
slope was reversed, and he slipped
and slid to the barrier of safety,
clutched It, and found himself at arm's
length from the lonely watcher, who
hadn't stirred, or even turned his
head.
"Hello!" said Harmon, his surprise
tinctured with easy familiarity. "Some
night 1"
"Yes, It Is." The tone of the response was curt, so curt that Harmon
Instinctively leaned forward to discover what expression of countenance
went with it The night was so black
that be might as well have tried to
penetrate a curtain of solid fabric
yet?" he asked
"Seen any
ts

humorously.

"Not yet" The taciturn one moved
d
a trifle away; a man less
and less dined and wined than Harmon would probably have taken the
hint and removed himself, but Harmon's was an Inquisitive disposition,
and he never attempted to curb ithin-skinne-

t-

Lord That's the last thing in
the world I'd have . . . but. say!
You must have been a whirlwind
Why, a man with a presence like yours
would hardly have to open his mouth
You've got a sort of . . . I'll be
hanged If I know what to call It . . ,
but a kind of feeling, If you know
Why, all
what I mean. Salesman!
you need Is an Introduction and a dotted line!"
Good

1

The young man laughed rather forlornly and sipped his vlchy.
"Just at present I haven't either."
Harmon's gaze was unfaltering, and
his Interest and admiration bounded
Mechanically, in accordance
higher.
with his habits, he was striving to discover how this new acquaintance
might be put to practical use. "Was

"Thanks for the compliment!"

Anybody
"Oh, it's no compliment!
can make money these days. It's a
plain statement of fact . . . Say,
let's go In and have something. Come
in and be sociable. What you want's
a drink. Am I right or am I wrongr
--

Well"

"And thafs what the doctor
Coma on I It's on me."
dered
The other man hesitated, and at
last succumbed, out of sheer unconcern, to a companionship he realized
In advance would be distasteful
"All right," he consented briefly;
and together, arm In arm. they stum-bleor-

1

and tacked across the treacherous
deck, and presently crossed the threshold into the hazy light of the smoking
room. Harmon, smiling broadly, wiped
the brine from his smarting eyes.
"Now, then," he said, "what particular brand of poison do you" And
broke off short and stared, fascinated,
at the extraordinary young man In
front of him.
He was anywhere from twenty-flv- e
to forty, this American from the distant trenches, and his age was as hard
to guess as a clever woman's; there
was something about him peculiar to
youth, and yet when his face was In
repose, he might easily have claimed
two score of years and gone undisputed. It was a face which suggested
both the fire of Immaturity and the
drain of experience ; there was breath
taking gravity about it, a hint of the
dignity of marble, of ageless perma
nence. It was a slightly thin face,
scarred by a heavy line or two, and
Indelibly stamped with the evidence
of intense thought and Inward suffer
ing; but It lacked the hollows which,
at the first glance, should have sup
ported the evidence. It was a thin and
oval face, with a mouth of large and
sympathetic sweetness, a forehead
white and high, a prominent, delicate
nose, and irises of clear, luminous
gray. It wasn't altogether an Anglo-Saxo-n
type of countenance, nor was
It definitely European; it seemed
rather to have taken all the better
qualities from several races. It was
a face to Inspire Immediate trust and
confidence and respect, and Harmon,
despite his lack of practice In all three
of these reactions, was evidently attracted by it
"Vlchy-Celestlfor me," said the
man Indifferently.
I guess Til have vlchy
"I'll
too," said Harmon, relaxing. "If It
wasn't for something I can't Just describe I'd say . . . well, never
mind. Er . . . what business have
you been In, by the way?"
The younger man's reply was tardy
and not particularly gracious.
"Why, the longest time I ever put
in at any one business waa selling Insurance. The lest thing I did was to
old-you-

...

he was the sort of traveling compan- sell bonds. Why?"
ion who makes Christians reflect up i Harmon stiffened.

"A

elagmanl

Lowell, Mass.
Why women will continue to suffer so
long is more than we can understand,
when they can find health in Lydia El
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I

For forty years it nas

Deen

me atana

nrd remedv tor female ills, and has re
stored the health of thousands of women
who have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,!
ulceration, irregularities, etc.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.

Gtock Raising: In

Western Ganada
at profitable as grain growing.
Successes as wonderful as those from
growing wheat, oats, barley, and flax
have been made in railing Horses,
Cattle, Sheep and Hogs. Bright,
sunny climate, nutritious grasses,
good water, enormous fodder crops
these spell success to the farmer and
stock raiser. And remember, you can
buy on asy terms
U

Fnrm Lnnri At
$16 equal
an Aero
to 030
to mat wmcn inruuna
lana
.i
A
.i j
many yearn iuna yieiueu
iium nnv iv w
búhela of wheat to the acre (crazing
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super-sensitiv-

way you did before.
The Individual from America sat up
straight, so that the nurse was startled
by his animation, which was without
a parallel la his local history.
"What 1" he said.
"Certainly!" The nurse spoke in
the tone one uses to an ailing child,
"You've known that, haven't your
The Individual's voice was queerly
"You
unmanageable and strained.
mean to say they're going to make me
look the way . . . Could they do that?
Could theyt Even now?"
"Why, of course," she assured him.
"You never told me that I" he said,
passionately. "Why didn't yon? Why
couldn't you have told met And here
Be put hi hands to
I've been
his bandaged faca and seemed to
hrink within himself. Then all at anca

on the definition of Justifiable homicide.
"What Is your liner he inquired
after a pause.
The other man laughed queerly.
if it makes so
"The first
much difference to you."
"Beg pardon? I don't quite get you.
You eald . .
"I said the first line. I meant the
first-lin- e
trenches. I've been in It."
Harmon Jerked his head upward in
comprehension.
"Oh, I see! You mean the war!
And you've been right on the spot
where the fighting Is? Pretty lively
up there, Isn't It? Something stirring
most all the timer
"I imagine so." The other man's
accent was amazingly diffident, and
Harmon peered at him, incredulous.
"Good Lord, don't you know?"
"Not a great deal. I happened to
get hit the first day I was in the
trenches."
"But you got In It again afterward,
I suppose? Til bet you did!"
"No."
"What! You never got back at all?
Just one day, and you're through T
"Yes. After I was discharged from
hospital I was discharged from the
army too. Permanently unfit"
"English armyr
"No French."
"Well, that's some record!" said
"That cer
Harmon appreciatively.
tainly Is some record! Not to say
tough luck the toughest kind. Going
back home. I take it?"
"Looks that way, doesnt it?"
Harmon Ignored the sarcasm.
"Back to work, eh? What did you
say your line is?"
I haven't any Just
"1 didn't say.
now.
Harmon pondered a second.
Gentleman of leisure? Sol
"Oh!
dier of fortune, eh? Well, I wouldn't
worry If I were you. You're disapbut the
pointed ; that's natural
world hasn't come to an end yet Of
course It is something of a come-dow-n
to leave the army and get Into harness
again, but after all there's plenty of
excitement right In the United States.
Big work to be done, son I Big money
to make. And It helps the war along,
too. I tell you there never was a bigger opportunity to make money than
there Is right this minute. The hard
Job Isn't to find the scheme; it's to find
the men to run It. Don't you worry
. . . youH land something right off
the bat I"

persistently constipated and had very
dizzy spells. I suffered for three years
and was perfectly
miserable
until a
friend was telling
me to try Lydia E.
Pinkhams Vega-tab- le
Compound and
I found it a wonderful medicine. I can
now do twice as
J much work and I
recommend the Vegetable Compound to
other women. You can use thesa
facts as a testimonial." Mrs. MJ
Theall Bessey, 186 Appleton StreetJ

roporuonaieiy low prices, ineaa itiuua
ave everv rural convenience: good
schools, churches, roads, telephones,
etc., close to live towns ana gooa mar- H V to.
If vnn want tn rot hack to the farm, or
to (arm on a larger scale than Is possible under your present conditions,
Invratla-atwhat Western Canada haa
to oner yon.
nieratur wrta mapa ni
lliuatratea
For
particulars retarding reduoed railway
ratas, location of land, etc., apply to
e

"Meaning What?"

;

I right, or was I wrong? Playing In
hard luck don't strengthen a man's
courage much, even If he tries to bluff
himself Into thinking It does. Cut out
the regret stuff ; that's my advice, and
you can take It or leave It Forget
all that tough luck you had over here,
and get busy figuring out how you're
going to cash in on all your experi
ence.
America's full of chances
you'll land something big In no time,
Can't help It if you try. Salesman!
Son, you're carrying your best recommendation right on top of your own
shoulders !"
The young man gave him back a wry
smile and finished his vlchy.
"I only hope it comes true," he said.
Harmon looked at him steadily, and
falling under the spell of those radiant
features stared and stared until he
came to himself and all at once
brought his fist down on the table, so
that the glasses rang again.
"Well, why shouldn't it? As a mat
ter of fact, why shouldn't It?"
The younger man's expression hadn't
changed.
"Meaning what?"
"Meaning," said Harmon deliberately, "that the first thing I've got to do
when I get home Is to hunt up a couple
of good salesmen myself. Are you
hunting for a good Job, or aren't you?"
"Aren't you a little hasty?" The
young man's Intonation was sardonia
"I've cleaned up most of my money,'
said Harmon very slowly to the cell
ing, "by making quick decisions.
make up my mind pretty fast If you
can Interest me on short notice you
can Interest other people. Mind you,
we're Just discussing this sort of
thinking out loud. No obligation on
either side: Doesn't do any harm to
talk about it, does it?"
"Then suppose," said the young man
placidly, "you define your Idea of a
good Job. I'm rather particular."
"But you admit you're out of luck,
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Clear Baby's Slim
With Cuticura
Soap and Talcum
25c, Oataent 25 aaa 50c, Talc an 25c

Sea

Hopeful Sign.
"Mamma," said Daisy, "I think Mr.
Meadows loves me, and is beginning

to have serious Intentions."
"How's that?" asked her fond
mother, all attention.
"He laughed heartily at one Jbt
papa's jokes last night"
WHY DRUGGISTS

RECOCED

swmooT
For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and bladder medi
cine.
It is a physician's prescription.
Swamp-Roo- t
is a strengthening medi
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
and start
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
treatment at once.
However, if you w'wh first to test th7
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer k Co, Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this oaper. Adv.
t,

Appropriate.
"So you graduated from a barber
"But you admit I'm a whirlwind." college. What is your college yell?"
"Cut his Hp, cut his jaw, leave
The young man smiled with faint
his face. Raw, raw, rawl" Florida
amusement
"I said you ought to be with train Times-Unio-

and"

ing."

The young man's mouth turned up
ward at the corners.
"Go ahead and describe the Job."
"Well, my Idea of a pretty sweet Job
for a man of your age is to start, of
course about twenty a week and

la an

"Cold In the Head'

acute attack ot Nasal Catarrh.
Those subject to frequent "colds In the
head" will And that the use ot HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE will build up ths
Bystem, cleanse the Blood and render
them less liable to colds. Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may lead to
Chronic Catarrh.
commissions."
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINO Is
"Yes? What per cent commission T taken Internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the Sys"Oh, eight to ten per cent."
tem, thus reducing the Inflammation and
The young man glanced at Harmon restoring normal conditions.
All Druggists. Circulars free.
and laughed quietly.
F. J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, Ohio. :S
"You're a broker, of course, but that
doesn't sound much like conservative
Marital Frankness.
Investment securities to me.
What
Hubby "I can't help
I'm doing
Is it Industrials?"
my best to get ahead." Wifey "Well,
Harmon grimaced.
heaven knows you need one."
"Yes, I'm a broker." He set down
his glass and fumbled for a card.
An elephant does not catch mlce.
"There I But I was thinking mora Latin Proverb.
about stocks than bonds. Some new
Montana properties copper and sine.
Metals are the big noise these days.
I guess you realize that, don't you?
OrH5C
Munition work."
ti m

it
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lit MorninéNl

I

"I'll show 'em whether?
can make good or not!"
.
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MOSQUERO

.For Sale

MENTIRAS

Mry Tom Ladd purchased from Mr.
Frank Hyatt and shipped to Oklahoma City nine car loads of fat cows
from the Mosquero stock pens last

1000 BUSHEL APPLES
BEST FALL AND WINTER VARIETIES
Sound Apples $ 1.00 Per Box, on Trees, $ L25 Picked

SPANISH-AMERICA-

week-

Mr. Alfred Kress gathered all of his
cattle with the exception of two milk
cows and shippe them to the market

at

Miami Orchards

last week, rented all of the pasture
land to Mr. E. M.- Lunsford and the
farming land to Mr. E. L. Fuller. Mr.
Hubert West and Mr. J. F. Smith and
will now retire from the stock busi
-

10 Miles West

of Springer.

For

further particulars,

Write or Phorié

ness.

II. S. McEndarfqr

Mr. John U. Tobler has Durchased
fifteen lots in the Brown Addition
and .will erect a modern home there
on in the near future.

Miami, New Mexico.

CHRISTIAN

ROY,

Spanish-America-

,

Service! 2d Sunday of eacr
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each monthEat
11.00 a. m. and 8.0u p. m.
C!ommunion service at themorn- ing service.
w

--

PLEASANT VIEW.
First Sunday each Month at 3,
P.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Feabn. Pastor.

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
.

SUNDAY SCHOOL

at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL

Services at Roy 3d Sunday of
each month,
Christian Church.
Rev. Wm. Vimont, Pastor.
CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Church. ' Roy, N. M.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m..
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

Mr. John Hite of Pomona, Calif.,
has rented the farm and ranch of Mr.'
E. L. Fuller and is now on his wav
. Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 14, 1920.
to Mosquero .from California.
Messrs. F. L. Schultz and Wm. G.
t
Johnson, Editors,
Mrs. J. M. C. de Baca has com
Roy, N. M.
menced construction of a frame cotGentlemen:
Permit rhe to congrátulaté you on tage on Cedar1 street. As soon as. com
the very excellence of your publica- pleted she will move into the cottage
tion. I desire also to express my ap- and immediately commence work on a
preciation of the enterprising enthus modern stone building which will add
iasm you have in community welfare. materially to the appearance of that
Thé entire Mesa is receiving benefits part of town. She intends to leave
from your services which, cannot be the management of the large ranch
and stock interests belonging to her
measured by dollars and cents.
In 1908 I spent several months in the Tequesquite Valley to her son,
near Solano, where I have a home Alonzo, and will reside in town here
stead and since leaving there I have after.
been kept in . touch with affairs
Mr. Sebastian Salas and Miss Maria
through the columns of the Spanish-AmericaAranda were married at the Catholic
Our mutual friend,
church at Mosquero Sunday, the 19th
was an acquaintance and assoand left on the southbound Polly for
ciate in those days. Upon each reCabeza in the afternoon, accompanied
turn to the Mesa I find myself more
by about the entire native population
and more in love with that section,
of Mosquero, who went for the purwhich in a short time will be the garpose of participating in the wedding
den spot of all New Mexico.
feast that had been prepared and the
Your stand for good schools, good
grand ball that was to follow, The
government, better roads, municipal
lasted into the "wee sma'
improvement and development of festivities
hours of the mornin " and a general
commercial supremacy through the good
time is reported by all present.
organization of a Commercial Club is
an inspiration and demonstrates what
The forty-acr- e
tract just north of
can be done when a live wire is con- Mosquero
that was subdivided into
nected with newspaper work.
small acreage tracts were practically
In mechanical art your publication all sold out in a single day. The mais superb. Its columns breeze with jority of
those purchasing were Mosnews and editorially yours is a quero farmers who
will, build on the
preachment of conservative optimism tracts in the near future for the pursavored with good horse sense and re- pose of residing there during the winflects a capacity for analysis of needs ter and enjoying the benefits of the
and conditions of a thriving commun- Mosquero schools. Among
those purity which can but mean only the best chasing were Mr. C. W. McNeill, Mrs.
in prosperity for your territory.
Mary Gordon, Mr. J. B. Dugall, Mr.
It is a good newspaper printing the Alfred Kress, Mr. James Galey and
news and I am delighted with the
various .others whose names we did
showing the business men make in
not learn.
(
support of the mest worthy institution any city may have. A reliable,
Mr. Walter Cottinghan, general
trustworthy, fair newspaper is a city's manager of the Springer Lumber
biggest asset. May your tribe ;
company, who has one of the best
crease.
lumber yards and hardware stores on
Very truly
the Mesa, made a business trip to Ra
' JAMES E.yours,
FISCHER.
ton Saturday, accompanied by his assistant, Mr. Wm. Foster. Aside from
being manager of the lumber company, Mr. Cottingham claims that
while Mr. Brown is the day mayor of
Mosquero, he, Mr. Cottingham, is the
night "mare" of the town. Quite a
few of his young friends seem to
agree with him in this matter.

A COMMUNICATION

Church Directory

Felix Vachon, r

Priest in charge,'

n,

What "OilPull" Means
TTID you ever stop to consider why the OilPull was

so named by its makers?
First, it burns kerosene oil the cheapest fuel
obtainable. It was designed for the specific purpose
of burning kerosene and is constructed from the ground
up to efficiently and economically use this or other
low grade fuel oils. Not only this it is backed by
a written guarantee to bum all grades of kerosene
under all conditions, and at all loads to its full rated
brake horsepower.
Second, it is oil cooled. Water freezes and cracks
cylinders oil will not freeze even at 40 below no
need of draining the radiator. Water boils and evaporates on hot days oil does not no need of continually refilling the radiator. Water rusts cooling system
parts oil preserves them. The OilPull oil cooling
system automatically keeps the motor at the proper
temperature the harder the OilPull works the cooler
,
i
it runs.
Third, the OilPull possesses a degree of power or
4'pull" at draw bar and belt that is equalled by no other
tractor of equal rating. Every OilPull will deliver
more power than its rating. It will handle all
pobs hour after hour, day after day, for years, with a
minimum of wear. The first OilPulls built are still
on the job after eleven years of heavy, continuous
farm work.
,

25,

12-2- 0,

The OilPull is built in four standardized sizes
0
and 0 H. P.
16-3- 0,

20-4-

Owing to the stringency of money and the Hnnlr
reiusmg to extend to us any further loans. It is
for us to go on a Strictly Cash basis at once.

nec-cessa- ry

In order to give our patrons the benefit of our
Cash

Bas Plan we will allow the following discounts on
all merchandise in the store.
v

Take advantage of our offer and save money.
'

Flour, Grain, Meal, Bran, Coal,
Sugar, Barbed Wire, Lumber,
Oils and Lubricants.

5 pet. off

School Books

Net

All other merchandise include
ing Dry Goods, Shoes, Groceries, Hardware, etc.

10 pet off

n.

Og-de- n,

'm

(DM

'pecial. Notice

Jim

-

30-6-

m

Anderson Machine
Works

.Floersheim
Mercantile
Compan y

r

RK.....mi

Me33r3. A. H. McGlothlin,. Orren
Beatty, J. A. Mcintosh, Tony Heiman
and J. B. Duvall left for Clayton
Sunday afternoon where they will attend the Democratic County Convention and bring home a number of
nominations for county offices for
people in the south end of the county.
Mosquero lying'in an extreme corner
of the county and in a very inaccessible part of the county, is generally
d
by the Demo
treated a3 a
cratic party of this county and it is
hoped to secure a fair representation
on the county ticket this fall.
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step-chil-

Quite an enjoyable dance was enjoyed by the young people, and incidentally by a few old ones as well, at
the new house of Judge J. F. Smith
last Saturday night, when a crowd
met at the recently erected dwelling
house on the Smith farm and proceeded to enjoy the tripping of the light
fantastic until the early hours of the
morning. A very enjoyable time is
rep'orted by all and fully evidenced
by the appearance of the young folks
Sunday afternoon.

CASH OR TERMS

i)

-

'

DOG McCARCO, Roy, N. M.

rite or see

J. FLOERSHEIM
Roy, New Mexico.'

'i

There are some mi&hty fine suit and overcoat fabrics waiting
for you .here tke kind that will please you and look well or
ypu. And everyone a quality you can't duplicate anywhere
else at the price. Style and vake both. You et these here.

SALE
W

Ni'

'Your Money?

Value Line of America."

ROY.

LOTS NOW ON
;

i

made-to-measu- re

THE BEST RESIDENCE

'

iríiS'frffi ih4.wii t? v:a

For the &ooclof your pocketbook you ou&ht to know
that the S. H.,CliurchiH & Co. line of
clothes is recognized the country over as the "Bi

Addition
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Your Farm is not Complete without a

Westere
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J. E. BUSEY
V

Who also sells Overland

Four Automobiles
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SAFETY

Doughboys Bring German Brides Home With Them

OF

THE

AIRPLANE

Passenger Can Expect to Fly a

Million

Miles Without Danger of
Accident

m ji

i

The airplane Is the fastest machine
man has ever built, but fast as it is,
it has not yet caught up wtth its reputation for danger. That reputation
was acquired when the plane was In
Its Infancy, when man was Just beginning to master the air and In the
xulnd of the average man It has not
yet been downed.
The British air ministry collected
statistics on all commercial flying in
that country for the last seven months
of 1919. The results amazed even
pilots and engineers, who long hnd regarded the risk In flying as negligible,
!
;! .
says the New York Sun. The figures
'
covered 35,330 flights by 403 machines
of a total time In the air of 8,308
hours, during which time 593,000 miles
were traveled.
In all this flying In
good weather and had, one passenger
was killed In every 16,000 passenger
hours In the air. To put It differently, a single passenger might expect to
fly about 1,180,000 miles forty-seveAmerican soldiers from the army of occupation with their German brides arriving In New York on the transtimes around the world before becomport Pochahontas. Some of the brides were war widows and some of the soldier bridegrooms brought back, as step
ing the victim of a fatal crasb. That
children, children of their former enemies.
sounds utterly absurd to the
' yet the British government
stands back of the figures.
a French prison yard. They fired and
The pilots who tested experimental
she fell face forward, dead.
planes did stunt flying and ran other
The real name of the woman was unnecessary risks showed .48 death
Marguerite Gertrude Zelle, who had per 1,000 hours, as compared with the
been convicted of treason. She was passenger rate of .06 per 1,000 hours.
Coming nearer borne, figures comarrested In Paris, February 13, 1917,
and It was proved beyond doubt that piled by the postofflce department
she was a trusted agent of the Ger- show to the end of last year 405,000
man special police and had acted for miles flown with a loss of three pilota
flclals believing that she took poison
them for a decade before the war. She These pilots, of course, ran many
Betray Their Friends for Money rather than be returned to France.
was known In Berlin by a number and risks, for they carried the mail through
Only three mourners accompanied
Rather Than for Patriotic
for years had furnished them with rain, snow and fog that blinded thera.
her body to Mount Olivet cemetery.
y
Even In training pilots the figures
valuable Information of French
Motives.
They were the young Baron de Bevllle
are exceedingly low. From the beplans and equipment.
and his aged father and mother. The
of
In 1914, shortly after Germany had ginning of the war until the end
young Frenchman, whose Infatuation
1918, 17,690 men learned to fly In the
Belgium,
Invaded
Marguerite
Zelle left
WAS DISTANT KIN OF KAISER for the beautiful Turk entangled him Paris for Switzerland, which she said United States air service. They spent
in the web of her intrigues, made all
705,243 hours In the air. One man
the arrangements for her costly fu- was her native country. She returned was killed In every 2,310 hours, or
mysterious
visit which aroused
neral. Despina was married to an after a
one to about every 150,000 miles. With
Mme. Victoria In German Secret PoEnglishman, James Hasketh, In 1915, the suspicions of the French secret these positive proofs of aviation's
lice Employ Turkish Spy Kills
police
thereafter
activities
and
her
but she left him to take up her Ufe of
safety before us, American airplane
Self at Ellis Island to Avoid
adventure, and soon was numbered on were directly for officers In the Ger- manufacturers are going ahead buildman army, with whom she communiDeportation.
the German pay roll.
ing planes, confident that the realizaHer beauty and wit enabled her to cated and from whom she received tion soon will come everywhere that
New York. That little romance sur- ensnare many officers, from whom she large sums of money. To them she man enn
take care of himself as surerounded the women spies In the world learned military plans which were of sent Information on the construction ly In the realm of the birds as In the
Informaand
tanks
the
war Is shown by intimate bits of his- value to the German war ministry. The of the British
realm of the fishes.
tory of the more prominent women department of justice has many of her tion was intercepted and traced to
who risked, and lost, their lives to love letters, but the real secrets of her her.
After Pirate's Gold.
.gain Information.
Money alone seems Ufe were burled with her.
Mata, on being arrested and conThe
lure of pirate's
to have been the Impelling power In
fined in a fortress in Paris, made no gold has started another little band
Mata Hari'i Dramatic End.
lives
the
of these women, rather than
In the season of 1900 an exotic dan- denial but stated that her father had of adventurers off to Cocos Island
any heroic motive or patriotic desires. cer, Mata Harl, made a spectacular been a German officer and that what where, at the bottom of a snug little
Mme. Marie K. de Victoria, who died debut in Parisian circles. The little she had done had been for the father- harbor, are said to He huge bras
of pneumonia In New York city re- Japanese dancer entranced all by her land. This was false, for It was proved bound treasure chests.
In a little
cently In a private sanitarium, was graceful dancing and her charming that she was not of German origin, craft of 60 feet, the eight men who
one of the most mysterious figures personality. On October 15, 1917, Mata but had played the role of spy simply form the expedition have set sall
who arose out of the maze of Intrigue Harl faced a firing squad at dawn in for the money she had received.
from a port on the Atlantic seaboard.
unearthed by American secret service
The central figure In the group is
agents in their delvlngs Into the plots
Andrew B. Cullen of Halleybury, Ont,
of Count von Bernstorff. She was arwho Is the owner and operator of
rested in 1918 and In May, 1919, told
the instrument with which he claims to
si- a United States judge and jury what
be able to discover any kind of
she asserted was the true story of her
metal, and upon which the proyenrs
broken
Six
not
war
of
have
Rubles Go for $25, but
Ufe.
the spirit of south Russian women. moters depend to find their fabulous
Life Filled With Adventure.
Meal Costs 60,000.
They "carry on" with the slight riches.
Another essential figure Is one
It had lasted only 40 years, but in it
means at their disposal without comof New York, the promoter of
were crowded thrills, Intrigues and
plaint, and give whatever encouragehairbreadth escapes almost number- Newspaper Correspondent Finds No ment they can to men battling with the venture. They will be accomless.
The Indictments against her
bolshevlkl along the Dnieper river and panied by a prospector of Swedish
Real Money and Little to Purdescent who Is said to have discovwere never pressed to trial, due to her
In the Don and Kuban territory.
Sebastopol.
In
chase
ered a book and maps In the Hudson
111
of
the
A
relative
dockyards
health.
distant
Sebastopol, with Its Idle
Crimea. One million and railways operated only for mili- bay district of northern Canada
Sebastopol,
former German kaiser, she drew a salary of $1,000 a month as a spy and Don rubles were purchased for $25 tary purposes, has not, In spite of Its which contains directions as to the
here by a correspondent, but after- 80,000 inhabitants, the dynamics of a approximate location of the hidden
lived In luxury.
days.
meal, city
its size. The old Rus-Ia- n riches of the pirates of olden
Mournful was the funeral of the ward he paid 60,000 rubles for a
Is expected to do the
ride
Instrument
and
cab
The
a
10,000
more
short
for
Davldo-vltcbrilh
Its
has
base
all
lost
Despina
naval
spy,"
Mme.
"Turkish
bankliancy, most of Its warships are rust- rest.
Storch, famous for her beauty at the close of the day was a
is in an un- ing at the docks and its Industries are
and for the diplomatic Intrigues of her rupt millionaire. Crimea24,000,000,000
Significant Fossil Remains.
The civilian population is
closed.
life, which lusted only 23 years. She happy condition. It has
money, and awaiting resumption of export trade,
The question of the origin of the
died In prison on Ellis island, the of- - of rubles, but no real
there Is little to buy here.
which is necessary to the exchange West Indies will be decided, scientists
The harbor is filled with Idle and situation and the restoration of nor- aver, when the Indigenous animal life
disabled warships and merchantmen. mal trade conditions.
Is found to be related Indisputably to
no cargoes on the docks,
are
There
that of the South and Central AmeriAH
Right;
Works,
Test
street cars have been stopped because
No Bottom.
can mainland. But mammals, which,
It Cost Tester His Hand
of the lack of coal, stores have no
Tonopah, Nev. A miner lowered being wingless, could not have flown
stocks and streets are deserted except into a subterranean cavern opened by over the Intervening seas, are unforSacramento, Cal. Harry Fine-golfor an occasional carriage, some a miners' blast at Volcano, Nev., some tunately the most poorly represented
dealer here,
a second-han- d
wounded soldiers or armed patrolmen. time ago, was unable to discover the group of the higher life of the Antilles.
applied the "acid test" the other
The only life here is on the beaches ends of the fissure. Stones dropped For this reason 'much scientific Interday In bargaining for a shotgun
at the park at the entrance to the har- through the opening could be heard est attaches to a recent expedition to
offered for sale. As a result of
bor. There bathers, for the most part bounding from wall to wall, but there Jamaica, backed by the American Muhis "test" he Is now minus the
women and wounded officers and sol- was no sound indicating that they had seum of Natural History, asserts an
better part of his left band.
diers, pass the time when not reading reached the bottom. Sparkling stalac- article in Popular Mechanics MagaFinegold
asked the person
bulletins from the various south Rus- tites on the sides of the cavern were zine. Believing that the West Indies
who brought in the gun to sell If
sian fronts at the official news bureau. revealed by lights lowered through the once had a much larger mammal Indepressed opening.
It were loaded. The owner said
bulletins afford
These.
habitation than today, the expedition
he wasn't sure.'
Crlmeans much encouragement. Most
concerned Itself with the excavation
Women Kill Rattlers.
women here have no hats, but wear
"I can soon tell," said Fine-golof fossil fauna from the Island's limeBeaver Valley, Pa. While picking stone caves. Many fossils were found,
and he did. The secondveils or kerchiefs about their heads.
Mrs. Dora Rabo and several of them new to science.
Many are without stockings, but are huckleberries,
hand denier placed his left hand
charming, nevertheless, In bright, In- her daughter, Elizabeth, ran Into a den
over the muzzle and pulled the
expensive gowns which they dignify of rattlesnakes. The women were not
trigger with the other. It was
Man of Hie Word Is Freed.
loaded.
with erect and Independent carriage, frightened and after killing five of the
A man of his word, despite having
,
.
reptiles continued their' berry picking. served a term In the Fort Leavensuggestive of American women.
worth penitentiary, David Blatinkoff
Kings
tion appears to have been ' fairly of East Detroit, Mich., left the
pleadlengthy, since it is estimated that per- county court a free man after
haps one seed arrived from the Ameri- ing guilty to petit larceny.
Blatinkoff was Indicted for forgery
can continent and bore fruit within
years ago. District Attorney
two
period
years.
of
million
a
know yet where the Polynesians ori- the
Lewis lodged a warrant at LeavenjOrigin of This Race Hangs on the ginated.
Grasshoppers furnished their quota
worth for the man's arrest when his
to the discussion . which , terminated
Tale of a Snail.
, Having failed to pry any informasentence expired, and several days ago
tion out of the snail, the scientists about where It had begun In the was notified that Blatlnkoffs time
turned to the common or garden vari- known facts that the Polynesian race there was up. The district attorney
Stumps Hun- -' ety of chicken. This useful bird is came out of the unknown and, being directed that Blatinkoff be put on bis
Mystery of Migration
believed to have been domesticated by a rapidly dying race, is fast passing honor to report to him. Yesterday
dred Expert Who Are In Quest of
'
the. Polynesians about 1000 B. C. Ac- to the uncharted shore where It was Blatinkoff walked into his office. CounPolynesian Data.
cording to scientific data the chicken born.
ty Judge McDermott gave Blatinkoff
700 B. O. It Is
a suspended sentence.
Honolulu, T. H. If certain varieties reached Egypt about
originated In southYoung Captain of Industry.
of snails In the Hawaiian islands believed to have
Colo. George
Denver,
Gardens,
'could talk, tell whence they started ern Asia, but how did it get to PolyNonefficlency.
Another impasse.
thirteen years of age, student at Man"Tut, tut," said the fussy old gentheir migrations and how they trav- nesia?
youngest
Begonia seeds and those of about ual high school, is Denver's
tleman to a genial panhandler. "I
eled from one Island to another In the
Pacific, the world would be close to 700 other plants found in the Hawaii- "captain of Industry." When a short- gave you a dime only last week."
crayons at the high
"That's right, governor. I know you
ithe solution of the origin of the Poly- an group furnished a little more infor- age of charcoal
became acute and the supply did, but I couldn't get out of town on
or
school
atsnail
the
the
either
than
mation
to
scientists
according
race,
nesian
selfctlflc con- chicken, according to the scientists. at downtown stores was exhausted, a dime, so I'm still lingering In your
tending the
Ocean currents are said to have George constructed a small charcoal midst,"
gress in session here.
Upward of a hundred of the most brought them here. Equatorial cur- oven on a vacant lot and Is now manuWrong Epithet
noted experts of most of the countries rents flowing across Central America facturing what Is claimed to be an exordering the Pacific ocean have dis- from the Atlantic are believed to have cellent grade of crayon. The oven Is
Host I can assure you, this meat
young
day
and
cussed the possible origin of the Poly- forced the Pacific currents westward, operating 24 hours a
la bully.
nesians during the sessions, and on carrying driftwood and seeds. The Gardens Is reaping a tidy sum from
(shuddering) Don't tell
crayon
to
students.
the
of
and
transportation
germina
sales
one point they oil agree they don't process of
......
me It's bully beef.

WARNING! Unless you see the name "Bayer" on
tablets you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians for 20 years and proved safe by millions.
Name "Bayer" has same meaning as 14 Karat on gold.

4

KC

lo!

SAFETY FIRST! Accept only an "unbroken package" of
genuine "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin," which contains proper directions for Headache, Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia, Colds, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Lumbago, and for pain generally. Strictly Americanl

land-stur-

WOMEN SPIES
ARE SELFISH

mil-ltnr-

ever-stlrrln- g

Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets cost but a few cent Larger packages.
th trad mark of Barar Manufactura of lfonoaeatleaeldMUr of Baltcjrlloaald

Aaplrln

Couldn't Fool Dorothy.
Life's Little Changes.
Dorothy, age three, whose mother
A. So you're acquainted with Mr.
had been trying to discourage her use Smith? What kind of a man is he?
of coffee and tea, one evening at lunch
B. He used to be poor, but honorgave her a cup of "tea" in which sugar able.
A. And now?
and cream played the most important
B. Now he's rich.
part.
Dorothy, after tasting the beverage,
Important to Mothers
looked at her mother and said:
Examine carefully every bottle of
"Mamma, you did not put any tea In
that famous old remedy
this cup, for I can't feel It In my CASTOKIA,
Cor Infants and children, and see that It
mouth."
Honra fhtt

(Z&ífWZ&Z

Signature
Cutlcura for Pimply Faces.
To remove pimples and blackheads In Use for Over 80 Years.
smear them with Cutlcura Ointment. Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Wash off In five minutes with CutlGiving Him Every Opportunity.
cura Soap and hot water. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
"We're going to move to Ohio."
daily toilet purposes. Don't fall to in"What's the Idea?"
clude Cutlcura Talcum. Adv.
"Want to give my young son a
chance to become president some day."
Her Retort
"You wear no stockings when you
Opposite Argument
swim?"
"I tell you, a new camera is a posi"No. And I don't wear overshoes tive necessity."
when I dance."
"And yet It Is a negative proposition."

Do Not Get Careless

With Your Blood Supply
Impurities Invite Disease. the great vegetable blood medi
and
cine, will revitalize your-blooYou should pay particular heed give you new strength and a
to any indication that your blood healthy, vigorous vitality. Everysupply is becoming1 sluggish, or one needs it just now to keep the
that there is a lessening in its system in perfect condition. Go

CRIMEA POVERTY GREAT

strong and vital force.
By keeping your blood purified,
your system more easily wards off
disease that is ever present, waiting: to attack wherever there is an
opening. A few bottles of S. S. S.,

Mc-Gra-th

one-tent- h

d,

d,

SCIENTISTS ARE PUZZLED

,

Pan-Pacif-

1

PLAYING

UP TO THE TEACHER

Indianapolis Youngster Had a Pretty
Shrewd Idea of What He Wat
Doing, After All.

John Arthur Is a pupil in a
departmental school, and had
to write an essay on Woodrow Wilson,
among others. He evinced such a high
regard for the president, especially In
his managment of the world war,
as to express the view that he was
even greater than Washington or Lincoln. He said they made a fine show-In- g
In the little wars they had to handle, but could hardly, he thought, have
got through the big one. His father,
seeing the essay, ventured the opinion that the writer was too positive
In his statement, although admiring
Wilson himself. John Arthur showed
he wad perhaps something of a diplomat as well as an essayist.
"Oh, well," he remarked, "the teacher Is a Democrat, anyhow." Indianapolis News.
Jeffer-sonvll-

to your drag store and get a bottle
and if you need any medical advice, you can obtain it without cost by writing to Medical Director, Swift Specific Co., 109 Swift
Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
to-da-y,

I

THAT SMALL BROTHER AGAIN
This Time It Really Seems That He
Has Cooked Sister Evelina's
Goose for Good.
Some things do fall out awkwardly,

le

don't they?

One evening the fair Evelina was expecting her latest admirer to call and
her mother hadn't come back from
So, while Evelina slipped
shopping.
upstairs to don her best blouse and
aome powder on her nose, the young
brother was left on guard.
The expected visitor arrived, and
was ushered into the parlor by William Edw&rd, who promptly began to
ask questions, as small boys always do.
"Mr. Slowcombe," he said, "what's a
popinjay?"
"A popinjay, my boy," repeated the
young man, thinking hard. "Why er
It's a rare bird."
"Are you a bird, Mr. Slowcombe?"
"Of course not ! Ha, Ha 1" squirmed
'
his victim.
'.
"Well, that's funny 1" niused William Edward. "Last night, after you'd
Orfl
Hubby That man called me a liar, gone, ma said you were a Jay, and
a cad, ascoundrel and a dog! Would father said there was no doubt, about
that, but there didn't seem much pop-piyou advise me to fight?'
the question about you. And now
Wiiey By all means There's nothing nobler In the world than fighting you say you're not a bird at all I"
Ci for the truth
Rapid transit Is all right for, those
i
Playing the Market
who do not happen to step In front
of It
"pow's the brokerage game?"
"Business hits picked up wonderfully sjnee we Installed a oulja board for
To get on without capital. Literal :
our lady customers."
Louisville
He picks up a grain and opens a milL
n'

1

urnal.

.';'.

'

Courier-jo-

Chinese Proverb.

already sweetened

CbmsS-

developedin th
Ibmsuaris
proh- baking.. solves
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ready-to-e-
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"
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Its flavor, appealsian J
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Ma&byv

Poatum Cereal CoJncJattla GreáMi3i.
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Public Sale

Plenty of New Fall Hats
Here

One Thing is
Cheap

These have an air of exclusiveness
and individuality about them and
come in a large assortment of styles and colors. It is simply a ques
tion of stating your preference-w- e
have the hats to meet your
want. Hats from makers of quality headwear for men.

7miN. 3E. ofjloy,
1--

2

S. 6

21-- 2

E., of Mills on

WEDNESDAY SEPT 29. 1920
Sale to begin at 10 A. M. sharp.
11 HORSES
Horse 8 yrs, horse 7 yrs, 2 horses
filly, 2
5 yrs,
colt, mare
yearling
horse colts,
yrs,
colt
at side.
12 yrs, mare 14
13 HEAD CATTLE
10 milk cows 2 to 6 yrs, all giving miilf, Short Horn bull 3 yrs
3 yrlg helfti's. 9 spring calves.
FARM SJCHINERY
corn
3 in wagon, MeC
binder, McC. 5 ft ut mower 10
ft self dump rake, Emerson
ld

The cheapest thing today is money.
It is true that loans are curbed and
the use of funds costs more, but a
load of grain, a weeks work or an
acre of land will buy more money
this year than for a long time.
So now is the time to save so you
can invest or so you can buy morex
later on when dollars are dear.

lister. J. I. Cas2row lister
cuunutor, 7 tooth cultivator, 8 ft disc, 12 holé Hoosier
drill with pressure wheel, P&O.
J. D.
gang disc plow,

wheat drill, 3
planter,
harness and colsets
lars, all kinds of tools, DeLaval
cream separator No. 12.
1 doz Plymouth Rock hens and
1 rooster
er

ROY TRUST
THE
&
SAVINGS BANK

Everybody is going to the H. H.
READ THE WANT ADS
AND FOR SALE ADS Mayberry sale 10 miles Northeast of
It would cost $8.00 to mail 800 Roy next Wednesday, Sept 29th. Sale
post cards to tell people you have starts at 10 a. m. Big free lunch at
something for sale, yet for 25 to 30 noon. Good stuff, good terms, and
cents you can put an ad in the Span a chance to get some cracker-jac- k
,

Roy Trading Co.

and it will reach 800
and be read by twice that
many people. Some saving $7.75!
Mr. Smith Manager of the WilThe next time you have anything for
and son Store at Mills is attending to
gale, put a want ad in the S-business matters in Kansas city
watch results.

homes

.

--

HOUSEHOLD GOODS and
erous other articles.

num-

and St. Louis this week.
Odd New Guinea Craft
The lnkatols Is a picturesque New
vesGuinea craft These
sels are composed of from flva to tea
dugouts lashed securely side by side.
A deck Is then laid across and a so- built on It There Is not
restructure whole fabric,
and every
part of the vessel Is composed of
odd-laokl-

We Make The

products, from the steer
Ing paddles to the curious matin

BEST
You Ever Tasted,

home-gro-

Oreen Reas

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot in the"
Main Business District
Will find

S. E. PAXTON
Grocery Co.

Are the necest you ever Saw.
i'Quality" our raotto.

--

Try Us
Ideal Bakery & Confectionery

IS NO WIN THEM ARRET FOR YOUR
WHEAT and BEANS
See me before you con--

Bread, Patsries, Confectionery
ROY

I tract.

Mrs. Robert Holmes accompanied
her sister, Miss Helen Russell, to Am
arino, aexas, last Saturday, the latter is en route to Virginia, where she
will enter a conservatory of music,
Mrs. Holmes will visit Montoya
friends on her way home.

r

t

it

i

aort&eaat of Roy, nina miles
southeast ot Mill. Well improved,
baa af tke wheat farms oa tha Meia.-Prlc$33 per acre, one half cash,
otpa.
Roy, N. M.
balance terms to suit purchaser at 0
per ceat. TRere are 280 acres sowed to wheat;, one half rent of this
goes with slave. S. F. Davis, Route 1,

We have extra good prices on
the new 1320 Maxwells, the
neatest little- car on the Mesa.
Let us convince you. Call or
write
-

The Pioneer
Garage
Mosquero, N. M.
Goodyear Tires
Fisk Tires

Ford parts

Germ-Fre-

e

See Me For
Blackleg Aggression

Dr. J. A. Stevens, D. V. M.

We have added to our mechanics an

Expert Electrician
Autos and Electric Light plants
Who is prepared to do all kinds of Electrical work, both on

If it is to be done in the Electrical line, we can do it.

'

We also do all kinds of

Auto and Tractor

repair work.

When in trouble call on us

WE CAN FIX IT
30C

iV

The Farmers Mill and Elevator of SolañO which has been at
a standstill for Beveral months
will soon be completed and ready
to receive grain. The mill has
been covered with iron, the machinery is on the ground and is
now being installed and the mil.
ler here. It is stated that they
will be ready to dump within
two weeks and ready to make
flour within thirty days. As an
attractive offer, they are offer
ing $2.40 per bushel to engage
wheat for 30 or 60 days delivery.
The wheat must test at least 60
and be free from smut. Anyone
having wheat grading as they
aeed, would do well to see the
manager Henry Garms at Solano, for this offer is about 36a
above the present market.
The mill which is owned! by a
number of farmers of the mesa
will be a fifty barrel mill and
will also contain an elevator and
is worthy of the large patronage
that it is bound to receive from
the sooth end of the mesa.

United States Marshall Alfredo
Graduate Veterinarian
Delgado of Santa Fe was subpoenoing
Ontario 1896
witnesses Saturday to the Federal
Office:
Grand Jury which meets next month
Fairview Pnarmacy
at Santa Fe.

o

,í W:

Land-Seeke- rs

this the right place.

"A Square Deal Every Day

fui

Making Flour

nine-rai-

Tourists and

!

OUR Bread, Pies, Cakes, Pastries

Foster BIk

Jamaba draws

In torn parts of Jamaica It Is nol
unusual to se fresa roses.

satis.

TRY IT

Clarence Wright and family who
have been living on the ranch
south of town this summer returned to Da wson Wednesday so
their children could attend school

Soon To Be

TERMS-- 14
months without interest if paid when due, if not
paid when due to draw 10 pet
10 pet dis
from date of sale.
count for cash, $10 and under
The ball game between Roy and
cash. Approved security. Set
Mills scheduled for Sunday afternoon1,
removing
property.
tie before
was postponed. The Roy team was4
H. H. MAYBERRY, owner
unable to go to Mills as a number of
Wm G. Johnson auct.
the players were out of town.
Frank L. Schultz clerk.
l
FOR SALE 640 acres farm
Lunch, bring cup3

A

"A Profitable Place to Trade"

Farmers Mill
and Elevator

IOC

The Auto Electric Shop

.

BBSSJSSSMSBJBMMSSnsJ

BRING YOUR

n

low or higll
All
la here we live to dyE
Tailored styles, the real worth-whilNeat, nifty work for faiR
Step in and get your one best bet In service, skill and carE

litre

is the man who will and can block
clothing, too, repaired for you,

bard,

All work guaranteed is our motto.

soft,

V. V. Caris,

Proprietor

.

KitchSll Block

e,

Right Here:

Fop

Your Farm vfifh
Western M($h
Díjc'í oí if '

fHHIS outfit furnishes

tíoüikmtft

yg lighteasy to put ojJc
toniá
gives depencktáe service,' No bettd outfit
than this is made none has Ipven, better
service, And electric service i3 wfiatyxu,
,want You get it from this outfit
in-sir-

'

Come in and watch us throw a fit.

Col. George E. Cochrane,

,

AUCTIONEER

Farm Sales a specialty, Experienced
Proficient,
I know the value of farm
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desire4
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c
take
acknowledgements on sale paper,
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplie

Jhis rJant m craJdoaJ
J. E. BUSEY

i!

DOC McCARGO, The Cleaner
Roy, New Mexico

V

Who also soils tha wonderful
OVERLAND FOUK

Automobile
itoy, New Mjxiuo

See me and get my terns and dates
before deciding about your sale.
Dates made
n
office.
at the
Spanish-America-

M

t

r

-

Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.

n cz:::;:v:;:;:i:;;

We Cordially Invite The
Public To Call And See Our
Line of
Shelf and Builders Hardware, llar- ness and Harness Repairs, Stoves
Automobile Accessories, Wind- mills, Tanks, Tools, Coal, Lime
Cement, Lumber and all kinds of
Building Material.

j

i

Z
V

prieger
Lumber Co.
Mosquero, New Mexico

